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Abstract

In this thesis we work on the geometrical engineering of metastable super-

symmetry breaking models in type II string theory. First we work out the

T-duals of the brane configurations of the ISS model and of the metastable

model with wrapped branes and anti-branes, and then lift the latter to M

theory. Secondly, we use normalisable and non-normalisable deformations to

describe stringy realisations of metastable vacua in V = 1, SU(N) gauge

theories and we enlarge the class of metastable vacua to include branes and

anti-branes wrapped on cycles of deformed A, singularities. Lastly, we per-

form a T-duality on the brane configuration of the metastable model with a

general potential for the adjoint field in order to obtain a geometrical picture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dualities are very powerful tools in string theory. Having an alternate de-

scription of a phenomenon can shedlight on many different aspects of it. In

one setup certain features may be morevisible than in others and having

complementary pictures can reveal new features of the theory.

Muchof the impetusfor the recent developments in string theory has come

from new discoveries in field theory. During the nineties Seiberg led an effort

to exploit the special simplifications of V = 1 supersymmetric field theories

to discover the behaviour in the strong coupling region. He discovered that

in many cases there exists a remarkable nontrivial dual description —so called

Electric-Magnetic duality— relating a region with weak coupling to a region

with strong coupling [1,2]. This of course is a powerful duality as it allows

the use of perturbation theory in the weakly coupled theory to study effects

in the strongly coupled theory.

In chapter 2 we introduce someof the basic field theory tools we will

use. We give a lightning review of some aspects of V = 2 and NV = 1

supersymmetric gauge theories, in particular we show how supersymmetry

may be broken spontaneously by non-zero expectation values for some of the

components of the auxiliary fields. We introduce V = 1 SQCD and we show

how Seiberg’s duality appears in the context of SQCD.

The low energy theory of a IIA brane configuration of fourbranes and

fivebranes can give V = 2 and N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theories [3]. We
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will see at the end of Chapter 4 that the IIA brane configurations are T-dual

to geometrical setupsin IIB string theory with branes wrapping certain cycles

of a Calabi-Yau manifold [4-7]. The low energy limit of the two approaches

gives the sameeffective field theory and features of these gauge theories

can be uncovered in string theory. Lifting the IIA brane configurations to

the strong coupling limit of IIA string theory - M theory— gives us another

playground in which to test the models [8, 9].

The IIA string theory brane description of Seiberg’s duality was first

shown in {10, 11] where the electric and magnetic theories are obtained from

one another through an exchange ofthe positions of the fivebranes. In IIB

string theory, Seiberg’s duality has been shown to be a toric duality [12, 13];

the toric duality implies a flop of one of the cycles of the Calabi-Yau manifold.

One current major problem both in field theory and string theory is how

supersymmetry (SUSY) is broken and how torealise this breaking in string

theory. There are many ways to break supersymmetry but it is not known

which way is correct. One such way is dynamical SUSY breaking (DSB), an

elegant method which preserves naturalness. However, it is hard to achieve

in model building mainly because all the lowest energy states have to be

SUSYbreaking. In particular the Witten index predicts a theory must have

a certain number of supersymmetric groundstates [14] and it can be very

difficult to circumvent this.

Recently the idea of metastable vacua with a lifetime much longer than

the universe in simple theories such as massive SQCD has been put forward

by makinguse of Seiberg’s duality [15]. It abandons the idea that models of

DSB must have no SUSY vacua and is much simpler and easier to implement

in realistic models.

Chapter 3 covers the field theory of some models of metastable supersym-

metry breaking; we also discuss quantum corrections to the models and their

stability. The ISS modelis briefly reviewed along with some generalisations:

the model of Girardello et al with superpotential for the adjoint field [16],

the model of Giveon and Kutasov with gauge singlets (an extra adjointfield

for flavour group) in the superpotential {17] and we discuss the field theory

of the metastable model of Vafa et al [18].
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The ISS model has been embeddedin string theory in [19-21], the model

of Girardello et al in [22] and the model of Giveon and Kutasovin [23]. The

fact that the configurations are non-supersymmetric is due to a misalignment

of fourbranes. The IIA brane configurations are lifted to a single M5 brane.

In [21] it was pointed out that in the brane configurations of the ISS model

there is an inconsistency whenlifting to M theory due to an inconsistency of

boundary conditions at infinity for the bending of the fivebranes.

Chapter 4 shows how we can get VV = 2 and NV = 1 effective field theo-

ries, similar to the ones discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, from configurations of

branes in IIA string theory. We show how to realise the electric and magnetic

pictures of V = 1 SQCDfrom brane configurations, including how to inter-

polate between the two configurations thusrealising Seiberg’s duality. In the

final part of Chapter 4 we show how to construct the ISS and metastable

Giveon and Kutasov models in IIA brane configurations and how to use T

duality to interpolate between brane configurations in IIA and geometrical

setups in IIB.

In Chapter 5 we show how NV = 2 and N = effectivefield theories arise

in geometrical configurations in IIB string theory. We present the duality

of [24] where at large N a geometric transition occurs wherea resolved coni-

fold singularity of a Calabi-Yau manifold is replaced by a deformed conifold

singularity. We also review the geometric transition in the case of a general

superpotential for the adjoint field first considered in [25] and how we can

take a T duality to go from a geometrically engineered IIB configuration

to a IIA brane configuration [26]. At the end of Chapter 5, we review the

model of [18] with branes and anti branes wrapped onrigid P! cycles in the

same homology class. The model has the usual geometric transitions and the

strongly coupled theories contain positive and negative flux.

Chapter 6 reviews the works of [8,9]. We show that the M theory lift

of IIA brane configurations with four and fivebranesis to a single M theory

fivebrane. We also show theeffect of a geometric transition of the type

studied in Chapter 5 in Mtheory [4-6].

In [27] they showed how to get around the inconsistency in the M theory

picture of the ISS model. The changes in the asymptotic conditions of the
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fivebranes were considered to have take place after an infinite time. The

Seiberg dual of their brane configuration contains D4 branes and anti D4

branes with the ends of the branes on the same NS brane but different NS’

branes. Tachyon condensation of the branes and anti branes on the NS brane

gives bending of the fourbranes. A backreaction reaches the NS’ branesafter

an infinite time.

In Chapter 7, which is based on the publication {28] done in collabora-

tion with Radu Tatar, we study the metastable vacua of [15] and [18]. The

geometrically engineered configuration of [18] is translated into a IIA brane

configuration and the corresponding lift to M theory, whichis similar to [4-6],

is performed. The M5 branewill have several disjoint parts and each levels

out into planar M5 branes which reduce to disjoint deformed conifold singu-

larities. The D4 branes are mapped into D5 branes and the anti-D4-branes

are mapped into anti-D5-branes. The annihilation between branes and anti-

branes is prevented by separation of the D4 and anti-D4 branes on intervals

of NS branes.

We also present the geometrical picture dual to the IIA brane configura-

tions of [19-21]. The geometry of the case with massless flavours or with the

flavours having been integrated out is much simpler [4-7]. When the mass

of the flavours is smaller than the scale of the theory the situation is more

complicated. Wefirst consider the massless case and then deform theelectric

and magnetic pictures by adding masses or vevs for the flavours.

We start with a resolved conifold singularity and wrap N, colour D5-

branes on the corresponding compact P! cycle and Ny flavour D5-branes on

the non-compact holomorphic 2-cycle. We make a non-holomorphic defor-

mation of the P! cycle so that it touches the non-compact 2-cycle; the result

is a holomorphic cycle in a different complex structure. We can now do the

usual Seiberg duality of [10,11] as a flop in the geometry. The complex struc-

ture remains unchangedbythe flop and the flavour and colour branes remain

aligned. We then deform back the P! cycle to the original complex struc-

ture, the non-compact flavour 2-cycle remains unchanged but it is no longer

holomorphic in the original complex structure. The tachyon mode after the

rotation of the cycles implies a recombination of some of the cycles. The
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P!cycle changes into a non-compact holomorphic cycle and a non-compact

non-holomorphic cycle.

In Chapter 8, based on the publication [29] also in collaboration with

Radu Tatar, we present a general recipe for dealing with models with five-

branes wrapped on P! cycles of deformed ADEsingularities. The T-dual con-

figurations contain D4-branes, anti-D4-branes and NS5 branes. The corre-

sponding tachyon condensation gives a misalignment of fourbranessignalling

the breaking of supersymmetry.

Westart with a resolved A, singularity and wrap N; D5-branes on each

of the n P! cycles obtaining an NV = 2, []j_, SU(N;) gauge theory with bi-

fundamental matter between neighbouring groups. To break supersymmetry

to N = 1 we add a quadratic superpotential for each of the adjoint fields

©; of the SU(N;) factors. To smoothen out the geometry n? deformations

are needed [6]. Out of these n(n + 1)/2 of the deformations are normalis-

able deformations and n(n — 1)/2 are non-normalisable deformations. The

normalisable deformations correspond to P! cycles which can go through the

usual geometric transition to S? cycles, the non-normalisable deformations

measure the distance between the P! cycles corresponding to masses or vevs

for the flavours in the field theory.

A Seiberg duality on the system is a flop in the geometry. The change

in intersection number of the P! cycles is related to a change in complex

structure. Tachyon condensation between the D5-branes and anti-D5-branes

determines a closure of some of the non-normalisable deformations and a

recombination of some normalisable and non-normalisable cycles. The cy-

cles that have been combined with some of the non-normalisable cycles are

non-holomorphic in the original complex structure and this is related to the

metastability of the system.

Chapter 9, is based on the publication [30] again in collaboration with

Radu Tatar. In this chapter we study the brane configuration of [23] whose

field theory was presented in [17]. We show how to translate the brane

configuration into a system with four and fivebranes only and we perform a

T-duality on this configuration to obtain a geometrical picture.

Westart with an V = 2, SU(N.) x SU(Ny) theory and break super-
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symmetry down to NV = 1 by adding a mass for the field in the adjoint

representation of SU(N), such that there are vevs for the electric quarks

and the gaugegroup is broken to SU(N; — k) x SU(N, — k) x SU(k), where

0<k < max{Ny, Ne}.

A Seiberg duality is a flop in the geometry and the following tachyon

condensations determine the ranks of the gauge groups and

a

reorientation

of some of the cycles. Some cycles become non-holomorphic in the complex

structure; this is related to the metastability of the model. A deformation

of the non-holomorphic cycle to a holomorphiccycle gives a supersymmetric

theory and this deformationis related to thelifetime of the metastable vacua.

We end the thesis with some conclusions and possible future directions.
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Chapter 2

Supersymmetry

In this chapter we will introduce somebasics of supersymmetric gauge theo-

ries focusing briefly on the cases of V’ = 2 but mainly on the case of NV = 1.

The VV = 2 gauge theories may be broken to V = 1 by adding a mass for

the adjoint field in the vector multiplet. We move on to the supersymmetric

version of Quantum Chromodynamics: Supersymmetric QCD or SQCD. We

will see it exhibits a powerful strong/weak coupling duality: Seiberg Duality.

We will assume familiarity with the basics of supersymmetry and the

superfield formalism. For reviews on the topics covered in this chapter see

[31-37].

2.1 Supersymmetric Field Theories

2.1.1 NM =2 Supersymmetric Field Theories

First we consider VV = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories with gauge group G

which have two kinds of matter multiplets: vector multiplets and hypermul-

tiplets. The vectormultiplet contains a gaugefield A,,, two Weyl fermions \,q,

Wa and a complex scalar @¢, all transforming in the adjoint representation of

G. In terms of V = 1 supersymmetry the vectormultiplet decomposes into

a vector superfield

_ _ __ 1 o=
V = —00"6A,, — i6?(8) + 10°(0A) + 508D ; (2.1)
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with supersymmetricfield strength

Wy = B? (eVDye") , (2.2)

where .

Da = Om + 108°On 5 (2.3)

and a chiral superfield

= 64+ V2V+PF, (2.4)

where 6 and @ are the superspace coordinates, o are the Pauli matrices, D

is the covariant derivative and D and F are auxiliary fields. The low energy

Lagrangian describing the vectormultiplet is

Lyec = Im aby [+ (/ diode" =: [eonw) ’ (2.5)

where the trace runs over the group G,T is given by

6 a
= — -

27  9sym

 

and gsym is the coupling of the supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.

The hypermultiplets consists of, again in terms of N = 1 SUSY, two

chiral superfields, Q, Q in a representation R of the gauge group. The low

energy Lagrangian describing the hypermultiplet is

Lryper = / d*6 (Q'e*"Q + Qte*"Q) + / POQQ+cc., (2.7)

where V = V,T* (a = 1,:-- ,dim G), and T° are generators of G in the

representation R.

The general form of the Lagrangian consistent with NV = 2 SUSYis

OF(®) og PF(®),
vec — T 49 e a 20 : Oy :Loee ImTr |faee at ; | #836,55," (2.8) 
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Here F(®) is a holomorphic functional known as the prepotential. It deter-

mines the low energy U(1)r gauge coupling matrix 7;; as

OF
ee 2.
Tj 06,00; ( 9)

and the metric on the moduli space

ds? = Im Tij dodo; . (2.10)

We now turn to V = 1 gauge theories which will be the main subject of

this thesis.

2.1.2 NM =1 Supersymmetric Field Theories

N = 1 supersymmetric field theories can be constructed with chiral super-

fields ©', antichiral superfields &", and vector superfields V* transforming in

the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The most general Lagrangian

for the ®' and V? with at most two derivatives takes the form

L= [aortaea) +( ) [eer)Ween, + he (2.11)
—1

167

+ [as W(®)+he. ,

where 7 is the combination of the gauge coupling and the # parameter,

0 Ani

We now explain the rest of the terms featuring in the Lagrangian (2.11).

Thefirst term of this Lagrangian is a non-linear sigma modelfor the chiral

superfields 6’. The metric g’? for this is derived from the Kahler potential

K(®, 6") a vector superfield:

_ OK

TiBBAGs
The third term of the Lagrangian contains the superpotential W(®)

(2.13)
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a holomorphic functional of ®, i.e. a functional only of ®. Only non-

perturbative corrections can modify the superpotential [38] and these may

lift some orall of the classical moduli space. Since W is a holomorphic func-

tion of ®, in many cases the form of the exact quantum superpotential can

be determined exactly from symmetry arguments. Having the exact form

for the superpotential can lead to non-trivial results including revealing non-

perturbative behaviour. The quantum corrections to the Kahler potential

are in general more complicated and are not under control. This is not such

a problem as it seems since as long as the Kahler potential is non-singular,

the vacuum structure is unaffected. For most examples there is usually some

evidence for the corrections to the Kahler potential to be under control as

we will see in Section 3.1.

2.1.3 Supersymmetric Vacua

The vacuumstate of the theory can be found from the Lagrangian (2.11). In

supersymmetric theories the energy of any state (H) satisfies the condition

(H) > 0. A supersymmetric vacuum has zero energy as the state with

(H) = 0 is annihilated by the SUSY generators.

To find the vacuum state of the effective Lagrangian, we minimise the

potential energy:
eg 1

V= Fi g” Fy + 59(DY)? 5 (2.14)

where g is the coupling constant defined by (2.12), g’ is the metric (2.13),

and the auxiliary fields F; and D® are given by

aw
Fi = 567° (2.15)

DD’ = S° Drei

i

where t® represents the gauge group generators on ®. The conditions

(F)40 or (D0, (2.16)
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signal the breaking of supersymmetry. Wecall F; = 0 and D* = 0 F-flatness

and D-flatness respectively. If these conditions can be both be satisfied

simultaneously then we have a supersymmetric vacuum state.

2.2 Supersymmetric Quantum Chromodynam-

ics

Supersymmetric quantum chromodynamics or SQCDis the supersymmetric

generalisation of regular QCD.It is an N = 1 supersymmetric, SU(N-)

gauge theory with Ny flavours Q", Qi, (i =1,...,Ny) in the fundamental

and antifundamental representations of the gauge grouprespectively. In this

section we will study classical SQCD and see someofthe effects of quantum

corrections.

At the classical level this theory has an R-symmetry

666, (2.17)

In the quantum theory this symmetry is however anomalous,the R-symmetry

can be combined with the anomalous U(1) flavour symmetry to form an

anomaly free R-symmetry. The full non-anomalous global symmetry of the

model is

G = SU(N;) x SU(Ny) x U(1)B x U()e - (2.18)

Here U(1)g is the analog of the usual baryon number and the SU(Nyf) x

SU(N) factor is the analog of the usual chiral symmetry of QCD. The

charges under the global symmetry are shown below

 

| su(N.) | SU(N,) | SU(N) | Ua | UD
1 ) |e, (2.19)

Oo —1
Ny—Ne

An N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with gauge group G and

 

Nj

chiral superfields in the representations R; such as SQCD has a one-loop 3
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function of the form [39, 40]

bo
B(g) = "Capes ; (2.20)

where

bo = 3C2(G) — S>C(Ri), (2.21)

and C,(R)1 = (t*t*)z is the quadratic Casimir operator with C(R)d® =

trp(t7t’}], and G denoting the adjoint representation. For the case of SQCD,

the @ function coefficient is given by

by = 3N. — Ny . (2.22)

2.2.1 Classical SQCD

Wenow explore someofthe classical properties of V = 1 SQCD with gauge

group SU(N,).

If we have SQCD with Ny < N, massless flavours of quarks, the moduli

space of vacuais N- dimensional and it can be labelled by the gauge invariant

meson fields

M=Q'Q;, ig=1,..,Ny. (2.23)

We can see the appearance of the meson as follows. The gauge group can

be maximally broken to SU(N, — Ny). The quarks have 2N.Ny complex

components. Following the breaking of the gauge group N? — (N.— Ny)? are

eaten by the Higgs mechanism leaving N massless degrees of freedom- the

meson Mi.

In the range Ny > N, new gauge invariant fields appear, these are (Ny )

baryon fields defined by

Bitievive = emormanegit Qi... ive, (2.24)
Bisiging = €ayagane Qi Qn * Qin :

In this range of flavours the gauge group can be completely broken by
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the Higgs mechanism, and the complex dimension of the classical moduli

space is 2N.N; —(N?—1). There are manyclassical constraints relating the

baryon and mesonfields. To illustrate this consider the case of Ny = N-, the

constraint on the system is

det M- BB=0. (2.25)

Accounting for this condition gives the correct dimension of moduli space

N2+2-1=N?+1.

Theclassical moduli space of SQCDis in general very complicated. The

set of all such classical constraints is yet to be determined.

2.2.2 Quantum SQCD

We now consider how quantum corrections affect the classical picture of

SQCD. We saw in the classical case that when Ny < N. we have an Nz

dimensional moduli space labelled by the mesons Mj, with points with en-

hanced unbroken gauge symmetries. Quantum corrections drastically mod-

ify this picture due to the fact that the theory generates a non-perturbative

superpotential for M. Affleck, Dine and Seiberg [41] found the exact super-

potential compatible with all symmetries and holomorphy:

A3Ne-Nyz Noon?

) (2.26)Waps = (NeW) (“Gara
where A is a dynamically generated scale. Waps may indeed be generated

by gaugino condensation in the unbroken gauge group SU(N. — Ny) for

N; < N. — 2, and by instantons for Ny = N.— 1.

Computing the potential, we find that Waps has no minimum at finite

value of thefields i.e. it exhibits runaway behaviourto infinite values of the

fields. By adding massesfor all the quarks by modifying the superpotential

to

W = Wans — miQ'Q;, ig =1,...,Ny, (2.27)

we can stabilise the runaway behaviour and we have the N, vacua of pure
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N =1, SU(N.) SYM.

For the case of Ny = N. Wapsis singular and we find Waps = 0. There

are still however quantum effects. In particular theclassical constraint (2.25)

is modified to

det M — BB = A?%. , (2.28)

and the quantum effects smooth out the classical moduli space.

In the regime Ny = N, +1 the baryons can be dualised to fields with

one flavour index, B; = Cppestgg8S, Classically, the low energy degrees

of freedom M;, B;, B; satisfy the constraints:

det M(M~!)} — B,B! = MjB; = MiB! =0, (2.29)

Again quantum effects modify the classical constraint and the mesons and

baryons can be thought of as independent fields, with the superpotential

det M — M'B;B?
eff ai A2Ne-1 (2.30)

The equations of motion of the quantum superpotential (2.30) give the clas-

sical constraints (2.29).

In the case Ny > N, +1 there is no known description of the quantum

moduli space in terms of a sigma-model for the gauge invariant degrees of

freedom M, B. For Ny > 3N, the theory is not asymptotically free and at

low energies the quarks and gluonsarefree, this theoryis referred to as being

in a free electric phase, since it has a QED-like potential V(R) ~ 1/Rlog R.

For N; < 3N, the theory is asymptotically free, in particular if Ny is very

close to 3N, there is a weakly coupled infrared fixed point that can be stud-

ied perturbatively and describes interacting quarks and gluons. Electrically

charged sources have a potential V(R) ~ a*/R, and we say that this type of

theory is in a non-abelian Coulomb phase.
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2.3. Seiberg’s Duality

Theoretical effort in mid-1990s mainly due to Seibergin a series of papers [1,2]

led to a dramatic break-through in the understanding of strongly coupled

N = 1 SUSYgauge theories. We now have a detailed understanding of the

IR behaviour of many strongly coupled NV = 1 theories, including the phase

structure of such theories. In this section we look at the first example of

Seiberg duality which appears in V = 1 SQCD.

2.3.1 Seiberg Duality for SQCD

Seiberg [1] found a non-trivial duality between two sets of theories that at

long distances flow to the same IR fixed point. The duality states that the

following two theories are equivalent in the infrared:

1. Electric SQCD, with gauge group G. = SU(N,), and Ny fundamental

flavours of quarks Q', Q;.

2. Magnetic SQCD, with gauge group Gi, = SU(N; — N-), Ny flavours

of dual quarks g;, g', a gauge singlet dual meson chiral superfield M;,

and superpotential

Wag = Migi®?. (2.31)

Weuse the termselectric and magnetic in analogy with the duality between

electrons and magnetic monopoles. Often when one theory is Higgsed and

becomes weaker, its dual is confining and becomesstronger.

The dual theory also has magnetic baryon operators defined by

piltNy Ne ni TNp-NetNp-= gh" .g (2.32)Ne
€n1,.uQNp—Ne ?

b
ox ~ / UloNNe

UsyestNg—-Ne Qniir +++ Inny—Neins—Ne ’

and the singlet mesons Mij are the magnetic analogs of the composite mesons

Q'Q; of the electric theory. Other operators can also be mapped from the

electric theory to the magnetic theory.
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The one-loop @ function of the dual theory is given by

B(g) « —§°(3Ne — Ny) = —G?(2Ny — 3N¢)- (2.33)

We see that the magnetic theory is not asymptotically free in the range

N; < 3N./2. In this regime Seiberg’s duality predicts that the strongly

interacting electric theory is in fact asymptotically free. Since the weakly

coupled variables in this case are the magnetic variables, we refer to the

electric theory as being in a free magnetic phase.

In the range Ny > 3N,/2 the magnetic theory is asymptotically free but

just like in the electric case, when N; is sufficiently close to 3/2 it describes

weakly interacting magnetic quarks and gluons (as well as the mesons /)

in the IR. As Ny is increased, the coupling in the IR increases and the

electric and magnetic descriptions provide complimentarypictures of the non-

abelian Coulomb phase. As Ny increases the electric description becomes

more weakly coupled (and thus more useful to study) while the magnetic

theory becomes morestrongly coupled and vice-versa.

Having two different descriptions can be very useful if one theory is

strongly coupled and the other is weakly coupled, you can calculate non-

perturbative effects in one theory by simply doing perturbative calculations

in other theory. To summarise, Seiberg’s duality allows the study of the low

energy dynamics of the electric theory in the regime N, + 1 < Ny < 3N, by

passing to the magnetic variables.

2.3.2 Consistency of Seiberg’s Duality

The original SQCD examples constructed by Seiberg have been generalised

in different directions, and there exists many additional examples of the basic

phenomenon,see for example [42].

No proof of Seiberg’s duality exists but there is a lot of evidence sup-

porting it. The duality is not yet understood in the context of gauge theory

and we do not know how to perform a transformation from the electric to

the magnetic path integral. There are three non-trivial consistency tests of

Seiberg’s duality:
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1. The global anomalies of the original quarks and gauginos match the

‘t Hooft anomaly matching conditions[43] (see Figure 2.1) of the dual

quarks, dual gauginos and dual mesons.

a a

elementary massless
fermions b c composite b c

fermions

Figure 2.1: The t’ Hooft anomaly matching condition

2. The two theories have the same moduli spaces of vacua and the gauge

invariant operators match.

3. Integrating out a flavour in the original theory results in an SU(N)

theory with Ny — 1 flavours, which has a dual theory with SU(N; —

N,—1) and Nj -—1 flavours in agreement with the expected result from

a Seiberg duality.

In thesetests the classical theories are different and only the quantum theo-

ries are equivalent.
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Chapter 3

Metastable SUSY breaking

Models

Intriligator, Seiberg and Shih (ISS) discovered [15] that simplefield theories

such as V = 1 SQCD with light massive flavours possess metastable vacua

with the lifetime of the order of the Universe. It opened up new avenues

in model building, see for example [44]. In this chapter we briefly review

some of these models: the ISS model[15] and some generalisations [16], [17]

and [18]. Later on in Section 4.4 we will see how some of these models are

embeddedin string theory.

3.1 The ISS Model

Weconsider the model discussed in Section 2.2 namely SQCD with SU(N.)

gauge group, Ny light massive flavours Q, Q, dynamical scale A and super-

potential

W=TrmM , (3.1)

where M is defined in (2.23) and m is an Ny x Ny non-degenerate mass

matrix for the quarks. We are interested in the regime where the masses m;

are small, much smaller than A, and roughly the samesize:

mi <A — wd, (3.2)
J
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The Witten index! predicts that the theory with superpotential (3.1) has N.

supersymmetric vacua. These supersymmetric vacua are at

(M) = (A3%e—%s det m) ® (3.3)1

m

The Seiberg magnetic dual theory is an SU(N = Ny — N,) gauge theory

with Ny dual magnetic flavours qs, gy and magnetic scale A, with superpo-

tential

Wimag = Tr MqG — hy?Tr M . (3.4)

Wewill work in the free magnetic range,

3
NetlSNy< 5Ne; (3.5)

so that the Seiberg dual theory is IR free. In this range corrections to the

Kahler potential are small since the metric on the moduli space is smooth

aroundthe origin and we can take the canonical Kahler potential

K=Trqqg4T @gt+Tr MM . (3.6)

3.1.1 Non-Supersymmetric Metastable Vacua

Wewill solve the F-term and D-term equations for the magnetic superpo-

tential (3.4) and see that it admits a non-supersymmetric stable vacuum.

The dual theory with superpotential (3.4) breaks supersymmetry” at tree-

level due to the F-term of M:

Pui; = hea: — hws, (3.7)

 

1In supersymmetric theories each state of non-zero energy is always paired with another

of opposite statistics, the states may only makethe transition from zero to non-zero energy

or vice-versa in pairs. Thus the numberof bosonic zero-energy states minus the number of

fermionic zero states does not change as the parametersof the theory vary; this difference

is known as the Witten index [14]. Formally this index is Tr (—1)", where F is the fermion
number, the pairing of states insures that the trace can receive no contribution from states

of non-zero energy. If the Witten index is non-zero then there must be somestates of zero

energy, and so supersymmetry cannot be broken.
2We can easily generalise this to the case of arbitrary quark masses m; < |Al.
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which cannot all vanish since 6% has rank Ny while @°q) only has rank

N;—N,. Supersymmetry is thus spontaneously broken by the so called rank

condition. The potential is minimised along a classical moduli space of vacua

which, up to global symmetries, is given by

po 0 0 _ Go To qo(ba) ela) ele).
where My is an (Nz — N) x (Ny — N) matrix, and qo and go are N x N

matrices satisfying Gogo = py. Examining the one-loopeffective potential

around the vacua (3.9) using the Coleman-Weinberg effective potential [15]

shows that all pseudomoduli (classical flat directions not corresponding to

Goldstone bosons) are lifted, and the point in the moduli space of vacua with

maximal unbroken global symmetry (up to unbrokenflavour rotations) is

Mo = 9, Gogo = wy . (3.9)

This gives a minimum of the one-loop effective potential at

Veta = (Ny — N)|h*u4| . (3.10)

The coupling is (marginally) irrelevant in the infrared and so the one-loop

corrections dominate over higher order corrections.

3.1.2 Supersymmetric Vacua

Wesee here that supersymmetryis restored at high values in field space, this

makes the non-supersymmetric vacua discovered in the previous section only

metastable.

The SU(N) gauge dynamics are IR free in the range Ny > 3.N and hence

not relevant in the small field region however they become important in the

large field region. Infact, it leads to the appearanceof the N, supersymmetric

vacua predicted by the Witten index. In thelargefield region of M, |(hM)| >

||, the Ny flavours are very massive and wecan integrate them out below the
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scale |(hM)| to obtain pure SU(N) SYM dynamics with scale Asyyy. The

complete low energy superpotential, including a non-perturbative correction

coming from SU(N) gaugino condensation is

Wrow = N(nNAF%t-8%)det M)® — hu2Tr M . (3.11)
Landau

The equation of motion for M gives the N, predicted supersymmetric vacua

 

at

(hM) = Azenaaut In, : (3.12)

where

a= . (3.13)

In the regime ¢ < 1, the vevs are much smaller than the Landaupole scale

Arandau: 2nd the analysis can be trusted.

To summarise the results, we found for Azandau approaching infinity with

u fixed, the theory breaks supersymmetry. For Azandau large but finite, a su-

persymmetric vacuum comesin from infinity. Since there are supersymmetric

vacua elsewhere in the field space, the non-supersymmetric vacua are at a

local minimum andare only metastable. We will now estimate thelifetime

of these metastable vacua.

3.1.3 Lifetime of the Metastable Vacua

We found non-supersymmetric vacua at

M=0, g=@=wplly,  Vineta = (Np — N)|h7u*| , (3.14)

and supersymmetric vacua at

(hM) = AzandaweIn, ,  Vsusy = 0- (3.15)

Since N; > 3N the supersymmetric minimasit at |(hM)| > |p|, hence very

far from the non-supersymmetric minimum. This separation and the height

of the potential barrier ensures that the metastable state is parametrically
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long lived [15] possibly having lifetime of the order of the Universe. The

tunnelling probability is ~ exp(—Sbounce), Where Sbounce ~ AM4/Vimeta, With

AM theseparation in field space between the metastable and the super-

symmetric vacua. For small masses Stounce is large and the metastable DSB

vacua can be madearbitrarily long lived.

In conclusion, we have found that NM = 1 SQCD with light massive

flavours in the regime (3.5) admits metastable vacua with the lifetime of

the Universe.

3.2 Metastable vacua in SQCD with Adjoint

Matter

In this section we present a generalisation of the ISS model by Girardello et

al [16]. Wefirst give the description of the model and its magnetic dual then

we present the non-supersymmetric vacua and the supersymmetric vacua,

and we show thatthe lifetime of the non-supersymmetric vacua can be made

arbitrarily large.

3.2.1 N =1SQCD with Adjoint Matter

Consider NV = 1, SU(N.) SQCD with Ny massive quarks, Q, Q in the funda-

mental and antifundamental representations of the gauge group respectively,

a massive adjoint field X, and superpotential

We = iY X34 vt X?4AxTr X , (3.16)

where Ax is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the tracelessness of X. The

coefficient of the beta function is b = 2N.— Ny so the theory is asymptotically

free in the range N; < 2N, and it admits stable vacua for N; > N,/2 [45].

The Seiberg dual theory [45-47] is an SU(N

with Ny magnetic quarks g, g, a massive magnetic adjoint field Y and two

= 2N; — N.) gauge theory

gauge singlets M,, Mp2 constructed out of the electric quarks by M; = QQ
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and My = QXQ,with superpotential

Wrnag = L-Tr Yuet: Y?4\yTr Y-—~ ~ GY ~
3 ae Mag"at MoqYq. (3.17)

Thecoefficient of beta function is given by b = (3N — Ny) — N and wewill

consider the range
Ne aN
3 << 3°

where the magnetic theory is infrared free and admits stable vacua.

 (3.18)

3.2.2 Non-Supersymmetric Metastable Vacua

We deform the superpotential (3.17) and by solving the corresponding equa-

tions of motion we find a non-supersymmetric vacuum in the region of small

fields where the SU(N) gauge dynamics is decoupled. The gauge dynamics

become relevant in the large field region where they restore supersymmetry

via non perturbative effects.

We deform the electric superpotential (3.16) by

Wi = au X8¢oATs X?4)\xTr X+AgTr QXQ+moTr QQ+hTr (QQ)? ,
(3.19)

The terms AgTr QXQ and magTr QQ are standard deformationsof the elec-

tric superpotential [47]. The last term can be thought asoriginating from a

massive adjoint field with a mass much higher than the scale of the theory

that has been integrated out.

Consider that the duality relations are still valid after these deformations

and that the deformationsin the electric theory map to mesons in the mag-

netic theory [16] so that the superpotential of the magnetic theory is now

Wrnagn = or y34 Tk ¥? + AyTr ¥ + hyTr MyqG + hoTr MogG +

hgTr MigYG — him? Tr My — hom Tr My + m3 Tr M? .(3.20)

Wethen have a V = 1 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory with N; mag-

netic flavours (q, @), an adjoint field Y, and two gauge singlet mesons M,,Mb,
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with canonical Kahler potential. As in Section 3.1 we can take a canonical

form for the Kahler potential.

The dual theory breaks supersymmetry at tree-level due to the F-term

of Mo:

Fry, = hogG — ham56;; = 0, (3.21)

which cannot all vanish since 6,; has rank N;, while qj only has rank N.

This is the rank condition of [15]. We solve the other F-term and D-term

equations, choosing Y to be diagonal finding

OT . OT .

= (™ ") v(™ | . (3.22)

h3him3 9 a me h3mé = nyeop ce ES ae) a tag OO, Ct
¥ 2m3 (m3 mi) gy 2M3my (ny = N2)? ( )

1, 0(vyy=[{ . (3.24)
0 Yyoln,

h2m4 h2m4mere, =CE me,
Wie7 = gY ni—n2’ Yy2= gy n1—N2°

We choose the vacuum in which (Y) = 0 so that the magnetic gauge

group is not broken by the adjointfield’. The vevs for the mesons are then

given by

4 (m? — m?) Ix 0
CG) = ( ams ( 1 5 2) Is mama (3.25)

2m3 Ny-N

hy 2 2—y+-(my—m5) 1, 0
any = ( Tams ( , 2) ly y) (3.26)

where ¥ is an Ny — NxNp= N matrix undeterminedat theclassical level.

We examine the one-loop effective potential around the vacua (Y) = 0,

(3.22), (3.25), (3.26) using the Coleman-Weinberg effective potential. This

shows [16], that all the pseudomoduli get positive masses, and there is a

non-supersymmetric stable vacuum at @=0 and ¥ £0.

 

3Other choices for (Y) with ny 4 0 # ng do not change thetree-level potential energy
of the vacua.
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3.2.3. Supersymmetric Vacuum

Supersymmetry is restored in the regionof largefield space via non perturba-

tive effects. The non-supersymmetric vacuum discovered in the the previous

section is a metastable state of the theory which decays into a supersymmet-

ric vacuum.

Wefirst integrate out the two massivefields 1, Y in the superpotential

(3.20) using their equations of motion tuning Ay in a way such that the gauge

group SU(N) is not broken by the adjoint. After integrating out the adjoint

field Y the scale matching condition reads

> ON +3N-N;_ _NMPN-NG = AT my, (3.27)

where my is the mass of the adjoint field. The equation of motion for the

meson M, then gives
hyM, = —— (2mj - q@) . 3.28= omy (2m; 44) (3.28)

The corresponding superpotential is given by

ie . ~ ~
Wine = Tr (= (2miqq — (44)") + heaMogg - ham (3.29)

3

Consider that the vev (h2M2) is large’, we then integrate out the massive

flavours q, g. The scale matching condition for integrating out the flavours

is

ASN, = ASN"! det (hgMa) = KPS-!det (hoM2) my. (3.30)

The low energy effective SU(N) superpotential gets a non-perturbative

contribution from the gauge dynamics related to the gaugino condensation

proportional to the low energy scale Asyiy

We write this non-perturbative correction to the low energy effective super-

potential with scale Asym in terms of the macroscopic scale A using the scale

 

4We neglect the contribution from the couplings.
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matching condition (3.30). The low energy effective superpotential is then

- a
Wrow = N (128% det (haM2) * my — mohgtr My (3.32)

We can use the equation of motion of Mp to find the supersymmetric

minima which are at

Nr-2N
N@ eon, IN 1\ nN;-N AL

ho(M2) = errh Pee8 Iy, =™Mo (<) : ENION In, ; (3.33)

where € = “* is a dimensionless parameter which can be made parametrically

small and € = a is a dimensionless finite parameter which does not spoil

1our estimation of the supersymmetric vacuum in the range € < é

The hierarchy of scales is

m<& ha(Mp) < A 5 (3.34)

which justifies neglecting the contribution from the couplings to the mass

terms of the quarks in (3.29). It also shows that the evaluation of the super-

symmetric vacuum is reliable because the scale of h2(M2) is well below the

Landaupole A.

3.2.4 Lifetime of the Metastable Vacua

We would like to estimate the lifetime of the metastable vacuum. At semi-

classical level the decay probability is proportional to exp(—Shounce) Where

Sbounce iS the bounce action from the non-supersymmetric vacuum to a su-

persymmetric one. The supersymmetric minimum and non-supersymmetric

minimum are not of the same order andso the thin wall approximationof [15]

cannot be used. The decay rate is approximated to be [16]

Np -2N ; 4 a Nec2®

Sn (=) “ON em | () ee (3.35)
€ €
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This rate can be made parametrically large in the regime € < 1 giving the

metastable vacua parametrically longlife.

To summarise we have found that in SU(N.) SQCD with two adjoint chi-

ral fields and mesonic deformationsthere is also a metastable non-supersymmetric

vacuum with the lifetime of the order of the Universe.

3.3. Metastable Vacua in Deformed SQCD

In this section we consider the model of metastable symmetry breaking of

Giveon and Kutasov [17]. We will see that it admits a metastable vacuum

which is very similar to that of the ISS model.

3.3.1 Deformed SQCD

Consider NV = 1 SQCD with gauge group SU(N.) with Ny > N-,light massive

flavours Q, Q in the fundamental and antifundamental representations of the

gauge group respectively, and superpotential

a 4-2 5 a 2Wa ait (QQ)*° —mTr QQ = ait M*—mTrM . (3.36)

The magnetic dual description is an SU(N; — N.) gauge theory with Ny dual

magnetic flavours g, g, gauge singlet M = QQ and magnetic superpotential

1Winag = Te @Mq + ie M?—mTr M. (3.37)

The magnetic superpotential is quadratic in M and wecan integrate this

field out via its equation of motion. This gives the superpotential

+ +t(gq)? — mTv(aq)| (3.38)Wene =|.
g aA |2A

Note that this superpotential has the same qualitative features as the electric

superpotential (3.36) where neither superpotential contains a gauge singlet.

Conversely, we may integrate in (see [48]) a gauge singlet field defined by

N = @q in analogy with the magnetic meson M,to the electric superpotential
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(3.36) obtaining the superpotential

Wa = -<1k QINIQ; — ET N? + meTr N (3.39)

Note that this superpotential has the same qualitative features as the mag-

netic superpotential (3.37) with both containing gaugesinglet fields.

3.3.2 Supersymmetric Vacua

First we will find the Ny — N, supersymmetric vacua of the magnetic the-

ory with superpotential (3.37) predicted by the Witten index. The F-term

conditions are

Mig =0, GM; =0, g=méd}—aM}. (3.40)<a

These imply M satisfies

mM =aM?. (3.41)

M can be chosen to be diagonal, then (3.41) implies that its eigenvalues can

take only two values, 0 and @. Thus, M takes the form

0
M= m : . (3.42)

0 ?in,-k

where k = 0,1,2,...,. Ny. The F-term equations then give

~ mA, 0
. 3.43qq ( » Oo (3.43)

Since the rank of gq is at most Ns — N., we must have k < Ny — Ne.

3.3.3 Metastable Vacua

In this section by decomposing the supersymmetric vacua we will see that

this theory admits non-supersymmetric metastable vacua. As in [15], we

will do our analysis in the range Ny < 3N. where the magnetic theory is
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infrared free and can be thoughtof as the effective low energy description of

the asymptotically free electric gauge theory. We make a change of variables

M = VaA.®,in these variables the magnetic superpotential (3.37) takes the

form

~ 2 11» o_ le 1 2Wmag = hTr @q—hy*Tr @—5h piglr O° = re qMq+5oTr M —TrmM ,

(3.44)
and the supersymmetric vacua take the form

h® ( 0° (3.45)— 2 . ,

0 “ty,

2- wt, O
= , 3.46qq ( 0 0 ( )

As in the other two models discussed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, we may

take the Kahler potential to be canonical near the origin of field space

K=Trq'gtTr@'g+ Tro'o+---. (3.47)

To make the metastable vacua apparent we decompose the supersymmet-

ric vacua as follows

hdb=] 0 he, 0 ; (3.48)

wh 0 0
@a=| 0 gol]. (3.49)

0 0 0

Here yt and @ are n x (Ny — N. — k) dimensional matrices and ®, is an

n x n matrix. y and ¢ correspond to n flavours in the fundamental and

antifundamental representations of the broken gauge group SU(Ns — N.— k)

respectively.
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We perform the analysis in the range

where the first inequality is as in [15], and the second implies that the term

proportional to jg is a small perturbation of the superpotential considered

in [15]. Since in general the expectation value of © (3.48) can be large in the

regime (3.50), we will discuss separately the casesn = Ny—k andn < Nys—k

starting with the former.

Metastable vacua with n = Ny —k

We see here that when we gauge part of the gauge group by giving a vevof

k of the magnetic quarks, the theory reduces to a very similar computation

to that of [15].

Wegive a vev pz to k of the magnetic quarks in (3.49). The low energy

effective theory is an SU(N; — N. — k) gauge theory with Ny — k = n light

flavours and scale Ajo, related to the macroscopic scale by

ABENOANG. jfkEOMet (3.51)

The SU(N; — N. — k) gauge theory is infrared free in the regime Ny < 3N,

and in the range (3.50) the hierarchy ofscales is

u< Mow XK Am - (3.52)

Since we are at a scale py, well below the macroscopic scale Aj, we can use

the low energy theory described by the SU(N; — N, — k) gauge group with

n light flavours.

We now find the minimum of the scalar potential for ®,, y, @ near the

origin of field space. There are two contributions to the potential, thefirst is

the tree level potential that follows from (3.44) and (3.47); while the second

is the one-loop potential Coleman-Weinberg potential, which is the same as
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the one computedin [15]. The one-loop potential has the form

V ~ a
|h|2 = |,9|? + |\®,,|? + Dy ~ wr, + hps®|? + b|hul?Tr Oo, ) (3.53)

where 0 is a non-negative constant. We extremise the potential to locate the

minimum at y = ¢ = 0 finding

2 2
H' bg Lehe, = ——__h2aah: 3.54

Hol? + blu? bl? B54)

which gives a minimum ofthe scalar potential at

Ve nihp?|? . (3.55)

Analogously to the previous examples, the lifetime of the metastable vacua

can be made parametrically large.

Metastable vacua with n < Ny; —k

In this case, as in the previous case, we see how the gauge dynamics brings

about a metastable vacuum. We give masses to Ny — k — n of the magnetic

flavours and vevs to k flavours. The masses are much larger than the vevs in

the range (3.50) so first we give mass and then expectation values. In order

that the Kahler potential is under control we take

yw
— <hAn. (3.56)
Me

We start with the magnetic theory with gauge group SU(N; — N.), and

give masses i to N;—k—n ofthe flavoursin (3.49). We then give expectation

value y to k of the flavours in (3.49). The low energyeffective theory remains

weakly coupled throughout this process [17], hence we can neglect the gauge

dynamics and cometo the same conclusion as in the case n = N; — k.

In conclusion, deformed SQCDin the regime (3.50) has metastable vacua

with a lifetime of the order of the Universe.
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3.4 Other Metastable Vacua

In this section we attempt to sketch someofthe ideas of [18], postponing a

thorough discussion until Section 5.4 where will will have all the necessary

tools. There seems to be no simple field theory describing this model that

has a finite degree of freedom and we haveto turn to string theory to describe

it. The idea is that we break supersymmetry by adding branesinto

a

string

theory backgroundto break half the supersymmetry and antibranes breaking

a different half. The attraction between the branes and antibranes gives the

lifetime of the metastable non-supersymmetric vacua.

A Calabi-Yau background preserves NV = 2 supersymmetry. In the low

energy limit wrapping N D5 branes on a P! cycle of a resolved conifold

singularity of the Calabi-Yau manifold further breaks supersymmetry to N=

1. The theory described by the N wrapped branesis a pure Yang-Mills theory

with gauge group SU(N) and superpotential

W(S) =0S + 5NS(logS/A8) 1), (3.57)

where S' is the glueball superfield given by S = 1-Trw,W%, and a is the
3272

bare gauge coupling constant defined at the cutoff scale Ao by

 

0 Ar
a(Ag) = -— -i— - 3.58

( 0) On gyu2(Ao) ( )

Extremising W.77, we find N supersymmetric vacua at

Qri Qrik
(S) = A3 exp(— oS) exp(—>) k=1,...,N. (3.59)

We will see in Section 5.4 that in the large N limit, the NV D-branes wrapped

on the S? cycles get replaced by N units of flux through the S® of the

deformed conifold. In the antibrane case the N units of flux are negative

and the superpotential is still given by (3.57) but with N negative.

The case of NV wrapped antibranes should lead to the same minimum as

(3.59) with N negative, however S is related to the size of the S® and this

would give an unphysicalinfinitely sized S* in the weak coupling limit. The
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superpotential (3.57) is chosen to give the NV = 1 supersymmetry described

by the D-branes and not the anti D-branes. If you like the choice of branes

or antibranes depends on the choice of gauge in the Lagrangian and gives

different MY = 1 supersymmetry. Having both branes and antibranes will

totally break supersymmetry. Thefull discussion is postponed until Section

5.4 where a string theory treatmentis given as there is no knownsimplefield

theory describing this example.
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Chapter 4

Brane Configurations

In this chapter we will build up the necessary tools in order to study the brane

configurationsof the field theory models described in Chapters 2 and 3 and to

understand how Seiberg duality works in the context of brane configurations.

We workin IIA string theory and look at the low energyfield theory described

by systems of D-branes and NS5 branesstarting with just a single D-brane.

Wediscuss what limits need to be taken in order for our analysis to be valid.

A basic knowledge of string theory and of D-branes is assumed, for reviews

see [3, 49-54].

4.1 Branes

4.1.1 The Low Energy Effective Field Theory of D-

branes

A D-braneis defined by the property that fundamental strings can end onit.

A Dp-branestretched in the x'»? directions carries Ramond-Ramond (RR)

charge andpreserves supercharges of the form €,Q; + €rQr, where

ep =r! -- Dep. (4.1)

An anti Dp-branecarries the opposite RR charge and preserves the other

half of the supercharges. An NS fivebrane stretched in the z!-° directions
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is charged under the magnetic B-field and in IIA preserves

ep = TPMrersr*Te,

ep= PMPep , (4.2)

while in IIB it preserves

ep= PMPs,

ep= PPMMen , (4.3)

The low energyeffective field theory on a single Dp-branestretched in p+1

dimensions is a p+1 dimensionalfield theory with sixteen supercharges. If we

examine the massless spectrum of a single Dp-brane, we see that it contains

a p+ 1 dimensional U(1) gauge field A(z’), 9 — p massless scalars X/(x*)

(I =p+1,:-:,9,a=0,---,p) for each normal direction to the brane, and

fermions required by supersymmetry. The bosonic part of the low energy

worldvolume action is

 
1 1

S=5 pers (Ghar + 20X!0"X1) . (4.4)
IsyM 4 ls

where the U(1) gauge coupling gsym is given by

Gevu = gle, (4.5)

and g, and l, are the string coupling and string length respectively.

We wish to study the low energyeffective field theory on the brane, in

order to do this we must decouple the effects of gravity and massive string

modes. We can achieve this decoupling by taking the limit |, — 0, holding

gsym fixed. In this limit we find the field theory is Super Yang-Mills in p+1

dimensions, in particular for p = 3, gsym is given simply by g, and taking

the limit 1, — 0 we find V = 4 SYM in 3 +1 dimensions.

When we have a stack of coincident Dp-branes the situation becomes

more interesting. We again take the above limit in order to decouple the

effects of gravity and massive string modes.
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The low energyeffective theory of a stack of N, coincident Dp-branesis a

U(N.) SYM theory with sixteen supercharges. The scalars X/ now become

N, x N, matrices transforming in the adjoint representation of the U(N.)

gauge group. The N, photons in the Cartan subalgebra of U(.N,) and the

diagonal components of the matrices X/ correspond to open strings both

of whose endpoints lie on the same brane. The charged gauge bosons and

off-diagonal components of X/ correspond to strings whose endpoints lie on

different branes.

The bosonic part of the 9+ 1 dimensional low energy Lagrangian is given

by
 L Tr FnnE"™; m,n=0,1,-+:,9, (4.6)

7 49oyu

where

Fan = OmAn — OnAm — i[Ams An} - (4.7)

Upon dimensional reduction to p+ 1 dimensions this Lagrangian givesrise

to kinetic terms for the gaugefield A, and adjoint scalars X7:

1 1 1Lein = ——Tr (Grr - =PaX'D*X) . (4.8)
IsymM 4 Us

and potential for the adjoint scalars X/,

Vw , So Tr [X7, x’), (4.9)8
I39syM TJ

where the covariant derivative andfield strength are defined in the usual way:

Dix" = 0.X" ~ i[Aa, x"| ’ (4.10)

Foy = OaAy) _ i[Aa, A) .

The Coulomb branch of the theory is described by the flat directions

of the potential (4.9). The moduli space of vacua is parametrised by the

eigenvalues of X/:

ty = (Xig)s a iN. ; (4.11)
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which give the position of each of the N, branes. When the stack of N,

D-branes are separated in space, the fundamental strings between each of

the branes becomestretched and theoff-diagonal components of X/ and the

charged gauge bosons become massive. The gauge symmetry is broken from

U(N.) to a product of U(1)s corresponding to N, copies of U(1) field theories

with each described by a single brane.

The masses of the gauge charged bosons and off-diagonal components of

X! are determined by the separation of the branes

1
Nig = pit = i, : (4.12)

If instead we have n of the branes coinciding and the other N, — still

remaining separated, then some of the charged particles become massless

and the gauge group is enhanced from U(1)%¢ to U(n) x U(1)Ne™.

4.1.2 Systems of D-branes

We need to construct more elaborate configurations of branes in order to

describe matter multiplets. Branes can end on other branes and this opens up

vast possibilities. One constraint on systemsof branes is that they must obey

the s-rule [55], a phenomenological rule stating that a brane configuration

is not supersymmetric if an NS fivebrane and a D6-brane are connected by

more than one D4-brane.

Consider the low energyeffective field theory of a brane ending on another

brane. It is a theory with eight supercharges similar to that of the infinitely

extended brane. Thelight fields can be described in terms of four dimensional

N = 2 supersymmetric hypermultiplets and vectormultiplets with spin < 1:

Consider a Dp-brane stretched in the 2°»? directions ending, in the x?

direction, on a D(p+2)-brane stretched in the 2°}-P-1P+}P+2.P+3 directions

and located at z? = 0. The low energy p+ 1 dimensional gauge theory

associated with the Dp-brane takes place on the infinitely stretched part of

the brane as well as the half line x? > 0.

A massless hypermultipletis filled out by the three scalars corresponding
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to fluctuations of the Dp-brane in the normal direction which are trans-

verse to the D(p + 2)-brane X?+!, XP+?, XP+9 and the p’th component of

the Dp-brane gauge field A,. A vectormultiplet is formed from the 6 — p

scalars describing fluctuations of the Dp-brane normal to the D(p + 2)-brane

XP+4 |, X° and the gaugefield A,, c=0,1,...,p—1.

Now consider a a Dp-brane stretched in the x°»?-!® directions and

ending, in the x® direction, on an NS5-branestretched in the 2°"? direc-

tions. A hypermultipletis filled out by the scalars X", X*, X° and thesixth

component of the Dp-brane gauge field Ag, and satisfies Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions at x® = 0. A vectormultiplet is filled out by 6 — p scalars

X?,...,X® and the componentsof the gaugefield in the x!directions.

4.2 Brane Configurations and V = 2 Theories

Brane configurations of M’ = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories were first

constructed in [55] in IIB string theory and are reviewed thoroughly in A

string theory in [3]. We now show howto construct N = 2 supersymmetric

gauge theories in brane configurations in IIA string theory.

Consider two infinite N.S5-branes stretched in the x°° directions, sep-

arated by a distance sg in the 2° direction, and located at the same point

in (x’, 28, 2°). Stretch, in the r® direction, N. D4-branes between the N.S5

branes, where the D4-branesare stretched in the x°"’*® directions.

The D4-branes are finite in extent in the x® direction. At large distance

scales, much larger than s¢, the physics on the D4-branes looks 3+ 1 dimen-

sional. Excitations of the fourbranes can be thought of as fields living in

the 4+ 1 dimensional space R!3 x (interval) where the intervalis the finite

length between the N.S5-branes. Depending on the boundary conditions at

the ends of the fourbranes, the different fields do or do not give rise to light

fields in 1+ 3 dimensions. We now analyse the different possibilities.

The light excitations on a stack of N, D4-branes stretched to infinity

in the x°136 directions are a U(N.) gauge field Ag, where d = 0,1, 2,3,6,

and five scalars in the adjoint representation of the U(.N.) gauge group corre-

sponding fluctuations in the directions transverse to the brane. When instead
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we have the situation above with N, fourbranes stretched on the interval be-

tween two NS$5-branes, X7, X®, X° as well as Ag satisfy Dirichlet boundary

conditions on both ends of the interval. These fields give masses of O(1/s¢)

to states in 3+ 1 dimensions. However, we are interested in the distances

far from sg where the effects are negligible. There is a vectormultipletfilled

out by the U(N.) gauge field A, 4 = 0,1, 2,3 and the adjoint scalars X*, X°

which satisfy free boundary conditions on the interval.

The effective field theory of the brane configuration with N, D4-branes

on the interval between two N.S5-branes at a large distance from them is an

N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group U(N.) and no matter.

The gauge coupling of the 4+ 1 dimensional field theory on the fourbranes

can be found from (4.5) and is given by 94 = sls. We can find the 3+ 1

dimensional gauge coupling by Kaluza-Klein reduction on the interval:

 
i——— 4.13
g sls (4.13)

We need to consider distances much larger than s¢ so that the N =2

U(N-) gauge theory is 3+ 1 dimensional. We also need to suppress the

couplings of the light fields on the fourbranes to light fields living on the

NS5-branes andto fields living in the bulk of spacetime. Thus, we consider

the limit g, - 0 and distances much larger than l,.

The limit of small coupling also allows us to neglect the quantum cor-

rections caused by the ends of the D4-branes bending the N.S5-branes. The

quantum rule governing brane configurations postulated in [3] is that when

we have a system of a D4-brane stretched between an NS5 and an NS5’-

brane and another D4-brane which ends on either of the NS-branes, then

there is a repulsive force if the D4-branes are on the same side of the NS-

brane, and an attractive force if the D4-branes are on different sides of the

NS-brane.
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4.2.1 Adding Fundamental Matter

To describe U(N.) N = 2 SYM with matter in the fundamental represen-

tation we must add to the configuration described above either semi-infinite

D4-branes or D6-branes. Consider adding Ny semi-infinite fourbranes end-

ing on the left NS5-brane, in the z® direction, from the left, and extending

to infinity. This gives rise to Ny hypermultiplets in the fundamental repre-

sentation of U(N,) corresponding to strings stretched between the N, four-

branes and the Ny semi-infinite fourbranes. By varying the locations of the

semi-infinite D4-branesin the (z*, x°) plane the strings between the Ny semi-

infinite D4-branes and N, D4-branes becomestretched. This corresponds to

masses for the fundamentals. In this way we can describe the Coulomb phase

of the gauge theory.

To describe the Higgs phase we must replace the semi-infinite D4-branes

with Ny finite D4-branes with each ending on a D6-branestretched in the

x°-78:9 directions. The gauge theory interpretation of the Higgs branchis

along the moduli space of vacua where some,orall, of the fundamentals Q, Q

get expectation values and the rank of the unbroken gauge group decreases.

For Ny > V2N, the gauge group U(N,.) can be completely Higgsed and the

complex dimension of the corresponding branch of moduli space is 2N.Ny —

2N?.

Wecan give mass to the flavours by separating the N; flavour D4-branes

in the (2*,2°) planerelative to the N. colour D4 branes. To enter the Higgs

phase we start with two D6-branesin the same position in the (x*, z°) plane,

i.e. the flavours have the same mass. Each D6-brane is connected to the

same NS5-brane by a D4-brane but we canstill separate the D6-branes in

the x® direction. We can connect the D4 branes between the N.S5-brane and

D6-branes leaving the D4-brane in two pieces. One stretched between the

NS5-brane and the D6-brane and the other stretched between two D6-branes.

A massless hypermultiplet comes from the D4-brane stretched between the

two D6-branes, the scalars corresponding to displacements of the D4-brane

along directions transverse to the D6-brane and the compact part of the

gauge field. The relative separation of the two parts of the D4-brane gives
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the value of the vev for the fundamental flavour.

4.3  Brane Configurations and NV = 1 Theories

We would like to describe V = 1 SQCD with matter in the fundamental

representation of the gauge group andSeiberg’s duality in the brane picture.

Both were shownin [3,10,11]. To break supersymmetry to VV = 1 westart

with the V = 2 theory above with gauge group SU(N,) and N; fundamental

hypermultiplets. We rotate one or more of the branes with respect to the

others in order to further break the number of supercharges down to four.

The rotation of the fivebranesis related to giving a mass to the adjointfield.

First we will see what happensif we rotate one or both of the N.S5-branes

or one or more of the D6-branes. We rotate the branes in the (v, w) plane

by a general amount

v\ cos@ sind v (4.14)

w —sin@ cosé w

v= 2«'+ix°

w= x+ic. (4.15)

where

The unrotated branes are in the following directions. The N.S5-branes are

stretched in the x”,v directions, with = 0,1,2,3, and at a point in w and

the D6-branes are stretched in the z“,x’, w directions and at a point in v.

We rotate the rightmost N.S5-brane by an angle @ so that it now lies in the

direction

vg =  vcosd+wsind

we = —vsind+weosé. (4.16)

We label the rotated brane the NS5g-brane. The N.S5g-brane is now at a
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point in we!

w=0> w=vtand=p()v. (4.17)

We label the NS5-brane rotated by 6 = 7/2 the NS5’-brane,it will play

an important role in the descriptions of NV = 1 SQCD. The NS5’-brane is

stretched in the x“, w directions and located at v = 0.

Whenwe consider a system with fourbranes stretched on the interval be-

tween two fivebranes, in order to be able to rotate one of the N.S5-branes

all the D4-branes must be located at a certain point in the (v,w) plane:

v = w = 0 and the lowenergy effective field theory on the D4-branes ap-

proaches the origin of the Coulomb branch. The rotation of the N.S5-brane

by an angle @ gives a mass (0) = tan@ to the chiral superfield in the adjoint

representation of the gauge group SU(N) belonging to the N = 2 vectormul-

tiplet which breaks supersymmetry from N = 2 > N = 1. (0) describes

fluctuations of the D4-branes along the surface of the N.S5-branes. Now af-

ter the rotation the fluctuations along the surface of the N.S5-branes by the

D4-branes are further restricted. We can write the effect of the rotation as

the superpotential
Ny

W ~ p(A)®? +A S° QiOQ' (4.18)
i=1

Integrating out the massive adjoint field ® we obtain V = 1 SQCD with

superpotential
NM 6 ai xi

Ww7Qi! (4.19)

The limit 6 > 0 corresponds to NV = 2 SQCD while the limit 6 > 7/2, i.e.

the adjoint field © is infinitely massive, corresponds to V = 1 SQCD with

vanishing superpotential.

Alternatively, we may rotate both of the fivebranes by the sameangle.

There is now an angle between the fivebranes and the sixbranes and we

expect the Yukawa coupling \ to vary with the rotation angle @. In this

situation the massless adjoint field is now associated with fluctuations of the

fourbranes along the vg direction. The positions of the D4-branes on the

 

1We could also rotate in the w or v planes causing shifts in these coordiantes.
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interval between the N$5-branes correspond to expectation values (®) and

parametrise the Coulomb branch. The mass of the quarks is determined

by the 4 — 6 stretching between the N. D4-branes and the N; D6-branes

and from the \(9)(®) term in the superpotential. These 4 — 6 strings have

minimal length (®) cos@. Thus, the Yukawa coupling of the quarks depends

on 6 by A(@) = cos@ and we have the superpotential

Nj

W = X(0) » QoQ. (4.20)

If the N.S5-branes remain unrotated we have the NV = 2 description while

6 = 7/2 is equivalent to rotating one of the NS5-branes to an NS5/-brane

and we recover the situation of V = 1 SQCD with vanishing superpotential.

We now moveon to the brane configurations of the electric and magnetic

pictures ofV = 1 SQCD whosefield theoryis covered in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

We will show how to pass from onepicture to another by a series of brane

transitions and thus realise Seiberg duality in the classical brane picture.

This work was first covered in [10,11] using the results of [55] who found

that upon crossing one another a non-parallel D6-brane and an NS5-brane

create a D4-brane stretched between them.

4.3.1 The Electric Picture of SQCD

The electric description of MV = 1 SQCD with gauge group? U(N.), Ny

flavoursof chiral superfields in the fundamental and antifundamental repre-

sentations, and vanishing superpotential is given in terms of branes stretched

in the following directions: an NS5-branestretched in the x", v directions and

an NS5/-brane stretched in the x“, w directions separated by a distance s¢ in

the x® direction with the NS’-brane to the right of the NS-brane in the x®

direction. Stretch between them,in the x® direction, N. D4-branes extended

in the z® directions. Add to this configuration Ny; D6-branes stretched in

the z",w directions to the left of the N.S5-brane, where each D6-braneis

 

2Quantum mechanically, the U(1) factor will decouple and sometimes we will just

consider the case of SU(N-).
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connected to the NS5-brane by a single D4-brane. The brane configuration

is shown in Figure 4.1

Ny D6 NSS NSS!

 

Figure 4.1: The electric theory with Ny flavours of massless quarks

We will now look at more closely how the brane configuration is related

to the gauge theory.

Moduli Space of Vacua

When N; < N, we can break the gauge group U(N.) — U(N, — Ny). The

complex dimension of the moduli space of vacua is 2N.N»—(N?2 — (N. — Ny)?) =

Nj. For N; > N. we can completely break the gauge symmetry and the com-

plex dimension of the moduli space is 2N.Ny—N2. To break the gauge group

in the brane configuration we must enter the Higgs phase. Wesplit some or

all of the N, D4-branes on the Ny D6-branes. For Ns > N, the complete

breaking of the gauge groupis described as follows. Break thefirst D4-brane

into Ny + 1 pieces connecting the NS and NS’-branes via the D6-branes with

the first segment connecting the NS-braneto thefirst (left-most) D6-brane,

the second connecting the first and second D6-brane and so forth. The final

segment connects the Nth (right-most) D6-brane to the N.S’. The second

D4-brane is broken is broken into Ny pieces in a similar fashion, with the

first segment now connecting the NS-brane to the second D6-brane (because

of the s-rule) and all other segments arranged as before. Similarly the third

D4-brane is broken into Ny — 1 segments with the first connecting the NS-

brane to the third D6-brane etc. The final (Vth) D4-brane is broken into

N; +1-—N, pieces with the first segment connecting the NS-brane to the
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N.th D6-brane, the second connecting the N.th D6-brane to the N. + 1th,

etc.

Now we wish to count the dimension of the moduli space for the brane con-

figuration. A D4-brane stretched between two D6-branes has two complex

massless degrees of freedom and a D4-brane stretched between a D6-brane

and an NS5/-brane has one complex massless degree of freedom. Thus, we

can conclude that the dimension of the moduli space is given by

Ne
Np>Ne: dimMy = S_[2(Np—1) +1 =2NpNe- NZ, (4.21)

l=1

which agrees with the field theory result.

Mass Deformations

Onthefield theory side we can add massfor the quarks via the superpotential

W = —miQid; , (4.22)

where m is a non-degenerate Ny x Ny mass matrix. To give mass to the quarks

in the brane picture we displace the D6-branesrelative to the D4-branes® in

the v direction, see Figure 4.2. This leads to the same superpotential as in

the gauge theory with m constrained by

[(m,m'] =0, (4.23)

and the locations of the D4-branes are given by the eigenvalues 4 of m.

Global Symmetries

N =1SQCD with gauge group SU(N.), Ny flavours of quarks in the fun-

damental and anti-fundamental representations of the gauge group and with

vanishing superpotential has the non-anomalous global symmetry

SU(Ns)z x SU(Ny)r x U(l)e x UA)- (4.24)

 

3We could also displace the D6-branesrelative to the NS5’-brane.

4This property is inherited from the underlying VV = 2 theory.
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N; D6 NSS NS5!

W

 

Figure 4.2: The electric theory with Ny flavours of massive quarks

In the brane configuration we only expect to see the classical global symmetry

SU(Ny)z x SU(Ns)p X U(1)B X U(La X UVa - (4.25)

We now examine the global symmetry of the low energy gauge theory

of the brane configuration. The gauge group on the D4-branes is U(N.),

quantum effects decouple the U(1) (corresponding to the baryon number)

part of this so weare left with the gauge group SU(N,). We have an SU(N;)

gauge symmetry on the Ny Dé6-branes,this is a global symmetry on the D4-

branes. The other SU(Ny) symmetryis realised in the infrared limit when

the D6-branes are at the same point as the NS-branes.

Rotations in the v and w directions give rise to the U(1), and U(1)q

symmetries. These rotations are R-symmetries, the mass parameters are

charged under U(1)45, while the quarks Q, Q are charged under U(1)gp.

Thus, at least heuristically, we see that the brane configuration describes

the dynamics of the electric picture of VN = 1 SQCD. Wewill now turn to

the magnetic picture.

4.3.2 The Magnetic Picture of SQCD

Assume Ny > N, then the magnetic description of V = 1 SQCD with gauge

group U(Ny — N.), N; fundamental flavours of quarks g, g, magnetic meson
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M andsuperpotential

Winag = Tr Mqq, (4.26)

is obtained as the low energy limit of the following brane configuration.

Stretch N;—N, D4-branes between an N'S5’-brane and an N.S5-brane, where

z®(NS5’) < 2°(NS5). There are also Ny D6-branes tothe left (with respect

to x°) of the NS5’-brane, connected to the NS5’-brane by Ny D4-branes. The

brane configuration is shown in Figure 4.3 and the branes are extended as

in the electric description. The gauge bosons are identified as coming from

4—4 strings connecting different colour fourbranes, while the Ny quarks come

from 4 — 4 strings connecting the N, colour fourbranes with the N; flavour

fourbranes. The magnetic mesonis identified with 4 — 4 strings connecting

different flavour fourbranes. The coupling of the open strings implies the

superpotential (4.26). The deformations of the brane configuration are re-

N; D6 NS5' NSS

  

  

 
N; D4

Figure 4.3: The magnetic theory with Ny massless flavours of quarks

lated to the gauge theory analysis in a very similar way to that of the electric

picture described above except that this time there is the additional gauge

singlet magnetic meson M and superpotential (4.26). We will look at adding

mass deformations for the quarks and for the magnetic meson.

Mass deformations for the quarks

Wecan give mass to the quarks by deforming the superpotential to

Wag = Tr Mqg + mTr @@ . (4.27)
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We can absorb the term containing m in the superpotential into an expec-

tation value for the field M: (M) which can then be used to describe the

moduli space of vacua.

In the brane configuration this is described by splitting the Ny flavour

D4-branes on the D6-branes in the same manner as when entering the Higgs

phase. This results in a total of Nj massless modes corresponding to the N?

components of M. Ny of the massless modes are described by fluctuations of

D4-branesstretched between the N.S5/-brane andtheright-most D6-brane in

the w direction, and the >),"21 = N;(N;—1) massless modesare identified

with the fluctuations of the D4-branes connecting different D6-branes in the

x®"w directions.

Adding a linear term for M

To add a linear term for M we deform the superpotential (4.26) to

Wag = Tr M(qg — m) (4.28)

After integrating out the massive field M the gauge group is completely

broken and we mayassociate the eigenvalues of m with the Higgs expectation

values.

In terms of the brane picture, these deformations correspond to align-

ing the Ny — N, colour D4-branes with the Ny flavour D4-branes and then

connecting them so that they now stretch between the N.S5-brane and a D6-

brane. We can then move the connected D4-branes in the v plane. If m has

rank n(< N; — N-) then we can connect n of the fourbranes. We can move

these connected D4-branes in the v plane again and this breaks the gauge

group U(N; — N.) > U(Ny — N- — 7).

Adding a quadratic term for M

To add a quadratic term for M we deform the superpotential (4.26) to

Winag = Tr Mqq + 5M . (4.29)

In the brane configuration this correspondsto rotations of the D6 and NS5’-

branes in the (v,w) plane. We rotate the branes by an angle @ so that they
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lie in the wg direction with

we = vsind + weosé . (4.30)

The angle of rotation is related to the superpotential by

aA = tané , (4.31)

where A is the scale of the gauge theory.

4.3.3 Seiberg’s Duality In The Classical Brane Picture

Theelectric gauge theory with gauge group U(N,) and magnetic gauge theory

with gauge group U(N; — N-) described above are equivalent in the infrared

via a Seiberg duality [1,2]. We have constructed the brane configurations of

the electric and magnetic theories and we will now show how to move from

one brane configuration to the other thus realising Seiberg duality in the

classical brane picture [10, 11].

We assume N; > N, and start with the brane configuration of the elec-

tric theory. We want to deform it in order to get to the magnetic theory.

Firstly, we enter the Higgs phase of the electric theory by connecting the

N. colour D4-branes to N, of the Ny flavour D4-branes. After doing this

procedure reconnect the resulting D4-branes, obeying all the rules of brane

configurations in the most general way possible. The resulting moduli space

is 2N,N,. — N? dimensional and there are now Ny — N, D4-branes stretched

between the NS5-brane and D6-branes and N, D4-branes stretched between

the NS5/-brane and D6-branes.

Now that we are in the Higgs phase, we can move the two NS5-branes

relative to each other. We can take the N.S5-brane around the N.S5’-brane

in the x7 direction and move the NS5-brane past the NS5/-branein the z°

direction.

The low energy gauge theory of the resulting brane configuration is the

Higgs phaseof a different gauge theory. We move to the root of this Higgs

branch by aligning the N;— N, D4-branes stretched between the N.S5-brane
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and D6-branes, with the N, D4-branes stretched between the N.S5’/-brane

and the D6-branes.

We then reconnect N;—N, of the D4-branes and weareleft with N;— N.

D4-branes stretched between the NS5/and NS5-branes (now to the right in

x® of the N.S5/-brane) and N; D4-branes stretching between the NS5’-brane

and the N; D6-branes (which are to the left of the NS’-brane). Thisis

exactly the brane configuration of the magnetic theory and we have realised

Seiberg duality in brane configurations.

We can smoothly vary from theelectric to the magnetic brane configura-

tions by varying the scale A (related to the distance in x® between the NS5

and NS5’-branes).

We can map the gauge theory deformations between the electric and

magnetic theories in terms of brane configurations. Turning on masses for

the quarks in the electric theory corresponds to moving the D6-branes away

from the D4-branes (or equivalently from the N.$5’-brane) in the v plane. In

the magnetic theory, this corresponds to giving Higgs expectation values to

the magnetic quarks.

If we turn on expectation values for the electric quarks by breaking the

stack of N; D4-branes on the Ny D6-branes, in the magnetic theory this

corresponds to varying the expectation value of the magnetic meson M and

thus giving masses to the magnetic quarks.

4.4 Brane Configurations of Metastable Field

Theories

We examine the brane configurations reproducing the field theory of [15]

considered in [19-21], and of [17] considered in [23] .
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4.5 The Brane Configuration of the ISS Model

Start with the electric picture of NV = 1 SQCD with gauge group SU(N.),

Ny massive fundamental flavours? of quarks with superpotential

We = mTr QQ. (4.32)

The brane configuration giving this low-energy gauge theory is shown in

Figure 4.2. The quarks have been made massive by moving the D6-branes

in the v direction by a distance Av. The coefficient in the superpotential m

is related to Av by the equation

n=. (4.33)

 

Figure 4.4: The non-supersymmetric deformed magnetic theory

Now consider making the same movement of D6-branes in the magnetic

theory with gauge group SU(N; — N.), Ny flavours of massless quarks and

superpotential

Wag = Tr Mag (4.34)

shownin Figure 4.3. When the D6-branes are movedoff in the v direction, the

N;—N-,colour D4-branes move along with the D6-branes in order to preserve

supersymmetry. However, the Ny flavour D4-branes are not free to move in
 

5We consider the case of equal quark masses. The case of unequal quark masses is

similar.
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the v direction. This causes a misalignment of branes shownin Figure 4.4 and

thus, a breaking of supersymmetry. The SUSY-breaking can be interpreted

as the rank condition caused by the F-term of the magnetic meson as in

the field theory case discussed in Section 3.1. As in the field theory, this

F-term can be partially cancelled. To do this we connect N; — N, of the

misaligned D4-branes to the Ny — N, colour D4-branes. Weareleft with the

configuration of Figure 4.5 where there are Ny — N, D4-branes connecting

the NS5 and D6-branes, and N, D4-branes between the NS5’ and D6-branes.

These N, D4-branes are free to move in the w direction reproducing the

eigenvalues of the pseudomoduli of[15].

N; D6 NS5’ NSB   
Figure 4.5: The minimum energy non-supersymmetric magnetic theory

4.5.1 The Electric Theory

We can perform a Seiberg duality on the brane configuration of the SUSY-

breaking minimum of the magnetic theory to get to the non-SUSYelectric

configuration. To do this we interchange the positions of the NS and NS’-

branes of the susy-breaking minimum magnetic braneconfiguration to obtain

Figure 4.6.

4.5.2 Estimating the Lifetime

Unlike in the field theory description of the ISS model, we cannot estimate the

lifetime of the metastable vacua from the brane configuration. We can qual-
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N;D6 NSS NSB’

Figure 4.6: The non-supersymmetric electric theory

itatively explain the lifetime by noting that the potential energy decreases

when going from the non-supersymmetric configuration to the supersymmet-

ric configuration with massive quarks. This is due to an initial increase in

total length of the D4-branes, and therefore the energy of the system,followed

by a decrease in length (energy) when we move from the nonsupersymmetric

configuration to the supersymmetric configuration.

4.6 The Brane Configuration of the Giveon-

Kutasov Metastable Model

We now describe the brane configuration [23] of the metastable modelof

Giveon and Kutasov[17] covered in Section 3.3. Start with the brane config-

uration of Figure 4.3 describing the magnetic picture of VW = 1 SQCD with

gauge group SU(N; — N-,), scale A, Ny fundamental flavours of quarks q, 4,

magnetic meson M and superpotential

1
Winag = ZT Mad. (4.35)

We wish to make two deformations to the brane configuration which were

covered in section 4.3.2. First we displace the D6-branes in the v direction

relative to the NS’-brane, this has the effect of adding a linear term for M
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to the superpotential:

Wana = +Tr Mqg-mTr M . (4.36)

The second deformation we makeis rotating the D6-branes and NS’-brane

in the (v, w) plane by an angle

we = vsind + weosé. (4.37)

This has the effect of adding a quadratic term for M to the superpotential:

 

Wray = Tr Mqg + 2M? . (4.38)
A 2

NV; Dé

NSS
,

| Ny —N_ D4 96

NSS. v NSS

Figure 4.7: The brane configurations describing the deformed magnetic the-
ory in slices of the w = 0 and 2° planes

If we turn on both deformations weare left with the brane configuration

of Figure 4.7 with superpotential given by

1Winag = Tt Mag — mT M + 5M . (4.39)

This gives exactly the field theory of [17] discussed in Section 3.3 with the

supersymmetric vacuum at

0 0M = (4.40)
0 @Iy,-x
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iq = ( mats 0 . (4.41)
0 0

where the classical supersymmetric vacuaarelabelled by k = 0,1..., Ns—Ne.

N; D6*

k D4

1
'
1
1
'
'
'
1
'
1
1
t
'
1
'
1
1
'

 

NS5

Figure 4.8: The brane configurations describing the supersymmetric vacua

in slices of the w = 0 and 2° planes

For an arbitrary value of k, the gauge group is broken by the expecta-

tion values of the quarks SU(N; — N-) + SU(N; — N. — k). The brane

configuration of Figure 4.7 corresponds to the case k = 0. To describe the

case of arbitrary k, we must connect k of the flavour D4-branes to k of the

colour D4-branes and this configuration is shown in Figure 4.8. There is

some movementof the branes in order to minimise the energy of the system,

the k D4-branes move to a new point in (v, w) = (v2, 0).

The N; — N. — k D4-branes stretched on the interval between the NS5

and NS5/-branes correspond to the gauge group SU(N; — N. —k), while the

positions of the N; —k D4-branesstretched between the D6-branes and NS'-

brane in the w direction correspond to the expectation value of M (4.40).

4.6.1 The Electric Theory

We now wishto describe the electric brane configuration of [23].

We start with the electric description of Figure 4.1 describing NV = 1

SQCD with gauge group SU(N), Ny massless flavours of quarks Q, Q and

vanishing superpotential. We make the same deformations as in the magnetic
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! NS5
| ° a Ny—-kD4

k D4: | f

| 'N,-kD4 6 Np D6 NSS

! | k D4e N,—k D4
NS5! ” NSS’

Figure 4.9: The brane configurations describing the supersymmetric vacua

of the electric theory in slices of the v = 0 and 2° planes

theory: move the D6-branesin the v direction by v2 and rotate them by the

angle @. We obtain the configuration of figure 4.9. These deformations

correspond to adding the superpotential

Wa = 5Tr (QQ)? — mTr QQ, (4.42)

which describes the classical supersymmetric vacuaof [17] which are labelled

by k=0,1,...Ne.

4.6.2 The Brane Configuration of the Metastable Vacua

In brane dynamics the one-loop effects governed by the Coleman-Weinberg

potential are described by the classical gravitational attraction of the D4-

branes to the NS5-branes [23,27]. The brane description of the metastable

vacua of [17] was shown in [23] using these gravitational effects, see Figure

4.10. The n light flavours of the gauge theory correspond to 4—4 fundamental

strings stretched between the stack of n flavour D4-branes andthe stack of

Ny; — N. — k colour D4-branes.

Wecan arrive at this configuration by starting from the configuration of

Figure 4.8 in the following way. Move n of the Ny; — k D4-branes stretched

between the NS5’ and D6-branes towards the N.S5-brane. The brane con-

figuration describing the metastable vacuais locally stable but it can decay
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Figure 4.10: The brane configurations describing the non-supersymmetric

vacuain slices of the w and z® planes

to the brane configuration describing the supersymmetric vacua in two ways.

Thefirst way is if Ny — N.— k > 0 then the end points of the stack of

n D4-branes on the NS5/-brane can connect to the stack of Ny — N. — k

D4-branes so that the connected branes are now on the intersection of D6

and NS-branes. The second waysees the stack of n D4-branes moving in

the w direction to the configuration of Figure 4.7.

4.6.3 Estimating the Lifetime

The processes describing the decay from the brane configuration of the non-

supersymmetric vacua to the brane configuration of the supersymmetric

vacua involves an initial increase in energy (length of the branes) and then

a decrease. This qualitatively explains the long lifetime of the metastable

vacua.

4.7 'T-Duality

We can see T-duality in string perturbation theory [49-53], it takes a weakly

coupled string vacuum to another weakly coupled string vacuum. If we look

at IIA string theory in 8+1 dimensions and have the 2’ direction compactified

on a circle of radius R; then at large R; the theory becomes 9+ 1 dimensional

while at small R; it remains 8 + 1 dimensional. This is however a naive
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picture as strings can wind roundthecircle in the x’ direction. These strings

nk;

3
limit R; — 0 producing a continuous Kaluza-Klein spectrum and making the

 have energy where n is the winding number, and becomelight in the

theory 9 + 1 dimensional again. The theories at large and small radii are

equivalent and this is the simplest form of T-duality.

Branes in IIA string theory transform as follows under the action of a

T-duality T; [49-53):

e A fundamental IIA string wound n times around thecircle transforms

into a fundamental IIB string carrying momentum ;. An unwound

fundamental IIA string carrying momentum # transforms to a funda-

mental IIB string wound m times around the circle.

e A IIA Dirichlet p brane wrapped around thecircle transforms into an

unwrapped IIB Dirichlet p — 1 brane. An unwrapped IIA Dirichlet p

brane transformsinto a Dirichlet p+1 brane wrapped aroundthecircle.

e A IIA NSfivebrane wrapped aroundthecircle transforms into a IIB NS

fivebrane wrapped aroundthe circle. An unwrapped IIA NS fivebrane

transforms into the KK monopole carrying magnetic charge under G;,,.

4.7.1 IIB Calabi-Yau to IIA Brane Configurations

We now show howtorealise the IIA brane configurations of this chapter from

wrapped branesin IIB via a T-duality. An A-type singularity,

ety’ = [It — a;) (4.43)

is related by T-duality to a configuration of parallel NS fivebranes [56]. This

can be shown by performing the T-duality on the elliptic fibre along the

natural S$? action on (z,y). In the original geometry (4.43), the elliptic fibre

undergoes a monodromy transformation T > 7 +1 aroundeach point z = a;

where T is the complex structure [56]. After the T-duality which exchanges

IIA and IIB, this becomes a unit integral shift in the NS-NS B-field on the

fibre. Therefore the integral of H = dB on asmallcircle around z = a; times
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the fibre gives 1, namely the region near a; carries the minimum unit of the

NS-NS charge. This shows that the T-duality replaces the degeneration of

the fibre at each a; by one NS5-brane.

We canalso perform the T-duality on a collection of A-type singularities:

ety =[],(z-ai) (4.44)

yl? + y” = IL, (z _ b;)

which gives rise to two NS5-branes with different orientation. We choose

coordinates so that the NS5-branes of the first type are stretched in the

x45 directions and the NS5-branes of the second type are stretched in

the 2°89 directions. Since x°,2’ are common transverse directions to

both types of NS5-branes, (x°, 2’) can be regarded as real and imaginary

parts of z in (4.44). Therefore the NS5-branes of the first type are located

at 2° + ix? = b;, and the second typeare located at 2° + iz’ = a;. This is

IIA brane configuration with NM = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions of

the type studied in Section 4.2.

Now consider D5-branes wrapping S? cycles [a;,b;], locally these D5-

branes look like S! x $1 on the fibre times the line segments on the base

z-plane so a T-duality on the fibre squeezes the S’ x S' directions on the

branes and leaves them stretched on the line segments on the base. Thus the

D5-branes turn into parallel (in order to preserve supersymmetry) D4-branes

connecting the NS5-branes. We choose coordinates so that this direction is

parallel to the z® axis and in this way we canrealise the IIA brane configu-

rations of this chapter.
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Chapter 5

Geometrical Picture

5.1 NM =2 ADE Quiver Theories

We can relate A’ = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories with gauge group

[[, U(N;i) and bifundamental hypermultiplets Q;,; in the (Ni, N;) repre-

sentation of U(N;) x U(N;) to the Dynkin diagrams of the An, Dn, E, simple

complex Lie algebras. The U(N;) factors are identified with the vertices v; of

the Dynkin diagram and the Q;, are identified with the edges running from

U; to V;.

A-D-E singularities come from the two dimensional quotient singular-

ity (C?/G,0) by a finite subgroup G C SU(2). Embedded as hypersufaces

f(z, y,u) = 0 in C? they are given by

An: f=aytu™, (5.1)

Da: f=aerttyutu™!,

Eg: f=ax?+y*+u°,

Ey: f=2+uypstu,

Eg: f=xe?+ytu'.

A-D-Esingularities can be blown up to smooth asymptotically locally Eu-

clidean (ALE) spaces where the singular point is replaced by a configuration

of rational curves P! (P! is isomorphic to the Riemannsphere) for a detailed
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Figure 5.1: A-D-E Dynkin Diagrams and Resolution Graphs

description see [57]. The resolution graph of a degree n A-D-E singularity

consists of n vertices each corresponding to a P! cycle and edges between

the vertices corresponding to when the P's intersect. The A-D-E Dynkin

diagram is the sameas theresolution graph of the A-D-E singularities.

Consider type IIB string theory compactified on the product of a smooth

ALEspace and the flat complex plane C!. The normal bundle of each P!is

given by O(—2) @ O(0)!. We can wrap N; D5 branes around each of the n

P! cycles. Macroscopically, the field theory on the D5 branes is an N = 2

TEL, U(Ni) quiver gauge theory. The eigenvalues of the adjoint fields ®; of

the U(N;) factors are identified with deformations along the O(0) sections of

the normal bundle.

We now construct the resolved ALE space for the A-D-E singularities

and, via a T-duality, find the corresponding HA brane configuration. The

resolutions of the A-D-E singularities can be obtained by plumbing n O(—2)

over the P!. Introduce two C? for each O(—2) of P!, which we denote by C?,

 

1Where O(—n) is the line bundle with nth first chern class.
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and C?,,. Denote the coordinates of Ci) by Z;, Yi and of C?,, by Z, Yj.

The total space of the normal bundle O(—2) over the 7-th P} is given by

gluing C?, and C?,, with the identification

Zi =1/%, ¥i=¥Z2, X' =X. (5.2)
The P} are labelled by arbitrary X and are at Yi = Y,;/ = 0. We glue

together the zero sections O(0) of neighbouring P! cycles by identifying the

corresponding North poles of the P} (Z/ = X/ = Y/) and the South poles

of the Pi,, (Zizi. = Xini = Y;41). The fibre (respectively base) coordinate

Y; (respectively Z!) over the P} is exchanged with the base (respectively

fibre) coordinate Z;,; (respectively Yii1) of the Pj,,. For resolved A-D-E

singularities the P's are glued following the corresponding Dynkindiagram.

To find the corresponding IIA brane configuration we first consider a

circle action Sy on (5.2):

(e®,Z;) =e"Z,, (e*, Y;) = ePY, , (5.3)

(e, Zi) = eZi, (e”, Y/) = e¥Y;.

Then this action is compatible with the plumbing since the plumbing ex-

changes Z! with Y;,; and Y/ with Z;,,. Since the orbits of the action de-

generate along Z; = Y; = 0 and Zj = Y/ = 0, after a T-duality we will

have two parallel NS branes along the X; direction at Z; = Y; = 0 and

Z! = Y/ = 0 [26]. Thetotal brane configuration will consist of (n + 1) paral-

lel NS branes labelled from 0 to n. The NS branesareall parallel since X is

the coordinate of the trivial bundle O(0) over P*. Thus the T-dual of N; D5

branes wrapping P}of the resolution of A, singularity will be a brane config-

uration of n +1 parallel fivebranes with N; D4 branes between the (i — 1)-th

and i-th NS branes as shown in Figure 5.2. The D4 branes can freely move

along the direction of the NS branes corresponding to the Coulomb branch

of the gauge theory. This method also works for other A-D-E singularities.
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Figure 5.2: The T-dual configuration of N D5 branes wrapped on P! cycles

with normal bundle O(—2) + O(0).
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5.2 Geometric Transitions

We now briefly review the geometric transition first considered with topo-

logical strings in [58] and then in the context of superstrings in [24]. The

transition at large N has been generalised to more complicated geometries

in [25,59-62] where the blown-up geometry involves more P' cycles and the

deformed geometry involves more S® cycles. We begin by summarising the

workof [24] and then moveon to the case of a theory with superpotential for

the adjoint chiral superfield first considered in [25]. The large N description

of systems of resolved A-D-E singularities involves replacing the P! cycles of

the resolved theory with finite sized $°s with RR-flux through them and NS

flux through the corresponding dual cycles. We can view the large N descrip-

tion as a transition from the resolved conifold singularity to the deformed

conifold singularity.

Consider IIB string theory with N D5 branes wrapped on the S? of a

resolved conifold singularity’:

ry—uw=0. (5.4)

The local geometry of this non-compact Calabi-Yau threefold is a P! with

normal bundle O(—1) + O(-1) obtained from two copies of C: (X,Y, Z) and

(X’, Y', Z’) with the identification

1
Zz, X'=XZ, Y=YZ. (5.5)

The blow-down mapto the singular conifold is

e=X=X'Z', y=ZY=Y', w= ZX=X', v=Y=ZY'. (5.6)

At low energies, the gauge theory on the N D5 branesis a four dimensional

N = 1 U(N) pure Yang-Mills theory described by, in the small ’t Hooft

parameter regime (small NV), open strings ending on the D5 branes. Thefact

that the string theory is compactified on a local Calabi-Yau manifold means
 

For a review on conifolds see [63].
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that there is V = 2 supersymmetry, the presence of the D5 branes further

breaks supersymmetry to V = 1. Any deformation of the P! cycle in the

normaldirection leads to an increase in the volume of the P!. Therefore, the

field theory of the D5 branes contains no massless adjoint fields.

Consider the circle action on the resolved conifold

(e”,Z) > Z, (e%,X) -X, (e*, Y)— eBy | (5.7)

(e”, Z') > egV7" (e?, x’) an eX" (ec, Y’) + y’

The orbits degenerate along the lines Z = Y = 0 and Z’ = Y’ = 0 which

are separated by the size of the P’ cycle. Taking the T-dual we find two

orthogonal NS branes, one in the X direction and one in the Y’ direction.

Vafa’s duality [24] states that in the large N limit (the large “t Hooft

parameter regime), the description above is equivalent to type IIB closed

string theory on a Calabi-Yau manifold obtained after a geometric transition

replacing the P! with a finite sized S* i.e. we now have a deformed conifold

singularity:

f=ry-—uv—-p=0. (5.8)

Consider a circle action on the resolved conifold

(ex) 2, (e® y) sy, (e%,u) > eu, (e%,v) oe. (5.9)

Taking the T-dual of the deformed conifold we find an NS brane along the

degeneration of the orbits described by the curve u = v = 0 and zy = wu.

When flowing to the IR (long distance), the gauge theory on the D5

branes confines and develops a mass gap. On the string theory side, the

confinement of the open string degrees of freedom can be thought of as the

D5 branes disappearing. Rather than the N original D5 branes, there are

now N units of RR flux through the A cycle corresponding to the S*:

fH=N, (5.10)
A
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where

H=HR®47HNS (5.11)

and r is the type IIB dilaton-axion. There is also flux through the dual

[a =-a. (5.12)

where a is the coupling constant of the gauge theory. Thesize of the S®:

u, is identified with the condensate of the SU(N) glueball superfield S =

—saTr W,W*%. The glueball S is identified with the flux of the holomorphic

3-form on the compact 3-cycle of the deformed conifold

s= |. (5.13)

and the prepotential Fy with the integral of the holomorphic (3,0) form on

non-compact B cycle:

the non-compact 3-cycle

= 0 1
m= [ 0 = 5eFo = 5-35 log Ao — 5 + Slog 5) : (5.14)

where Agis a cut-off required to regulate the integral which is related to the

running of the gauge coupling constant a [24]. Theeffective superpotential

is given by

Woe jx AQ = a8 + SlogiA®%/$%]4+NS (5.15)

The equation of motion for S leads to the appearance of the N supersym-

metric vacua of SU(N) pure super Yang-Mills:

(S) = e™*/NA3)

0

k= 1,...,N, (5.16)

this is the gluino condensation in the field theory. The gluons of SU(N) get

a mass so the SU(N) gets a mass gap and confines. What remains is the

U(1) part of U(N) whose coupling constant is equal to the coupling constant

of the U(NV) theory divided by N.
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5.3 Geometric Engineering of V=1 Theories

with Adjoint Field © and Superpotential

W(®)

We now consider a more complicated case of Vafa’s geometric transition

where we have a general superpotential for the adjoint field.

The simplest case of deforming the A, singularity (see Section 5.2) corre-

sponds to adding a tree-level superpotential for the adjoint chiral superfield

®:
n+l n+1

g
Wiree = y on @? = ) Gpill (5.17)

p=1 p=1

This breaks supersymmetry from NV = 2 to V = 1. In the IA brane con-

figuration the NS brane is now curved in space comparedto straight in the

N = 2 theory. The case of a geometric transition with a general superpoten-

tial for the adjoint field was considered first in [25] and we review the main

results in this section.

This type of model was first studied from a field theory point of view

in [45-47]. We can treat the gauge group® as U(N). Theclassical gauge

theory has a moduli space of vacua parametrised by the eigenvalues of ®:

n n

W'(2) = > gp412” = gna | [(e - a). (5.18)
p=0 1i=

For generic values of ® the gauge group is broken as

UN) >][U(N) with SOM HN. (5.19)
i=1 i=1

In Section 5.2 we saw howthe position of the D4 branes and the Coulomb

branch are related. This gives a clue as to how the geometry must be de-

formed; rather than having the P! with coordinate Z and Z’ at the point

 
5The gauge group may be treated as SU(N) by using the g; term as a Lagrange

multiplier to enforce the tracelessness of ®.
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Y = Y’ =O,for arbitrary X, we should now have the P! cycle at particular

values of X: X = a; where a; are the roots of the superpotential (5.17). The

deformation of the geometry is given by

Z=if/Z, X' =X, Y=VYZ?74+W'(X)Z. (Seal)

Note thatthis is only compatible with Y = Y’ = 0 at the n choices of X = qj.

We can wrap the N D5-branes on any of choice of the vacua aj; this gives

a geometric realisation of the breaking of U(N) — J]; U(Ni) as seen in the

gauge theory.

We can obtain the geometry from the small resolution of a Calabi-Yau

with conifold singularities:

y(y —W'(x)) — uw =0. (5.21)

By replacing the singular points with P! cycles by blowing up the singular-

ities, we can resolve the space (5.21). The resolved space is covered by two

copies of C with coordinates Z, X,Y and Z', X’, Y’ related to each other by

(5.20). The blow-down map from the singular space to the resolved space is

given by

c= X=X', y=YZ=Y'Z'4+W'(X'), (5.22)

u=Y =Z'(Y'Z'+W'(X’)), v= ZYZ-W'(X))=Y'. (5.23)

The P! cycles of the NV = 1 theory arefixed at the roots of W(x) = 0

ie. © = dz, k = 1,...,n in contrast to the N = 2 theory where they are

at arbitrary values of z. The circle action S2 (5.3) is compatible with the

resolution (5.20). Thus, we can take a T-duality along the direction of the

orbits of the action Sz on (5.20). The orbits degenerate along Z = Y = 0

and Z = Y’ = 0 wherewe will have two NS branes after a T-duality. Using

the blow-down map (5.22) we see that the NS branes are in the directions

y=u=v=O0andy=W'(r),u=v =0. Therefore, we have a system of

two non-parallel NS branes and considering the full configuration with D5

branes wrapped on P! cycles, the T-duality gives a IIA brane configuration
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Figure 5.3: The T-dual configuration of N D5 distributed among n P!.

with two non-parallel NS branes with D4 branes stretched between them as

shown in Figure 5.3.

5.3.1 Geometric Transition

We now obtain the large N dual of the U(N) theory with adjoint ® and

superpotential (5.17) by considering the geometric transition where each of

the n P! cycles are shrunk down andreplaced by finite size S°s [25]. The

D5 branes present before the transition are replaced by N; units of Hp flux

through the i-th S° cycle A;. In addition to the Ramond-Ramondflux, there

is also Hyg flux a through each of the dual non-compact B; cycles, with

Qria = 8x?/g2 given in termsof the bare coupling constant go of the original

four-dimensional U(N) gauge theory. As in the simple case, the sizes of the

n S%s correspond to the non-zero gaugino condensation expectation values

of the gauge groups. Thus we have the superpotential

201
_i ett = > Nii t+a(>_ Sj). (5.24)

i=1 i=1
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In terms of the geometry, we have n isolated conifold singular points and

the complex deformation space is n dimensional. We can smoothen out the

geometry by adding a polynomial fn—1(2, Ha, «+; Un) of degree n — 1 in z to

(5.21) with fr—1(@e, Hi,---> Ln) = Lx. The polynomial is given by

 f-a(@s fis tln) = Doux T] ——. (5.25)
a, — a

=i  feligk @

Adding the polynomial to (5.21) we find the generalised deformed conifold

W'(x)y ~~ fa-ale M1,-++> ; Un) — uy = 0. (5.26)

The n three spheres S? of size 4, will smooth out the singular point 7 =

a, you=v=0.

We now wish to find the corresponding IIA brane configuration. Consider

a circle action on (5.26):

i6

(29,2) +2, (e%,y) > y, (eu) ae u, (ev) > ev. (5.27)

By taking the T-dual along the orbits of the action, an NS brane will appear

along u = v = 0 given by

W'(x)y = fn—1(@, a, +++5n) 5 (5.28)

where the orbits degenerate.

5.3.2 Adding Matter Fields

We now show how to add quark chiral superfields in the fundamental rep-

resentation of the U(N;) gauge group factors. We add massive quarks by

wrapping D5 branes on a holomorphic 2-cycle separated by a distance m

from the P! cycle. There are two kinds of matter fields we may add: either

coming from semi-infinite D4-branes or coming from D6-branes. Weconsider

the case of semi-infinite D4-branes. These semi-infinite D4 branesgiverise to

Nx, hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation of the U(N;,) factors
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corresponding to strings stretched between the NV; D5 branes wrapping on

the P’ cycles located at = ax, and the N;,,, non-compact D5 branes wrap-

ping holomorphic 2 cycles. The mass of the quarks is given by the distance

between the non-compact D5 brane and the compact D5 wrapping P?.

The smallresolution of the V = 2 geometry is covered by two copies of C?

with coordinates Z, X,Y (respectively Z’, X’, Y’). Semi-infinite D4 branes

near the x = ag vacua attached to the NS brane are given by D5 branes

wrapping non-compact holomorphiccycles at

Y =0, X — Ap = Mn1,--+, MF, . (5.29)

Semi-infinite D4 branes near x = a, attached to the NS’ brane are given by

D5 branes wrapping non-compact holomorphic 2-cycles at

y’ = 0, Xx’ — Ak = Nkly +++) URG_ » (5.30)

5.4 Metastable Vacua with D5 and Anti D5

Branes

As wediscussed in Section 3.4 metastable vacua canalso arise in IIB string

theory from configurations of branes and anti-branes wrapped on 2-cycles

inside local Calabi-Yau manifolds. This type of system wasfirst considered

in [18] and we briefly review the results here.

5.4.1 Anti-Brane systems

As in the case of N D5 branes wrapping P? cycles of the resolved conifold

singularity, the large N dual of N anti D5 branes wrapping a P' cycleis also

dualto the conifold deformation with flux through an S°. Thedifference this

time is that the flux through the A-cycle is negative. The superpotentialis

still given by

W(S) =aS+ =NS (108 + — 1) , (5.31)
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as in the case of D5 branes but now N is negative. When we consider the

vacua of the theory we minimise the potential of the theory finding that there

are two solutions [18]:

a+Nr = 0 (5.32)

a+Nr = 0.

The first solution is physical when JN is positive i.e. when we have D5

branes, while the second case is physical when Nis negative i.e. when we

have anti D5 branes. In terms of gaugino condensate the anti brane solution

corresponds to
3 271 _

(S) = Ajexp Two) ; (5.33)

The anti-brane and brane solutions preserve two different MY = 1 super-

symmetries, this is made manifest by considering the underlying N = 32

Lagrangian.

5.4.2 Brane-Anti Brane Systems and Geometric Metasta-

bility

We wish to construct a metastable system of branes and anti-branes. To

start with we wrap D5 branes and anti-D5 branes on isolated minimal P’

cycles of a non-compact Calabi-Yau manifold. The local geometry of the

the P! cycles is of a resolved conifold singularity as reviewed in this chapter.

The brane-anti brane system cannot move without an increase in energy thus

giving a metastable system. If we make the vacuasituated at a; very widely

separated then the branes and anti-branes interact only weakly and we expect

to have the usual situation on each set of branes 7.e. an approximate NV = 1

supersymmetry with gaugino condensation at low energies. The further apart

the system is the morestable it is.
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5.4.3 Lifetime of the Vacua

Thelifetime of the metastable vacua maybeestimated by using an instanton

calculation [18] where the decay rate is given by

T ~ exp(—Sy) . (5.34)

Here S; is the instanton action of the Euclidean bounce solution which inter-

polates between the metastable vacuum and the true supersymmetric vac-

uum. The height of the potential barrier is determined in terms of the dis-

tances between the branes and anti-branes and the attraction between the

branes and anti-branes is overcome by making the separation very large. The

other factor in the lifetime of the vacua is the ratio between the number of

branes and anti-branes which gives the difference in energies between the

supersymmetric and metastable vacua. When this ratio is large then the

system is more stable.
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Chapter 6

M Theory

In this chapter we consider the M theory lift of IIA brane configurations

with fourbranes and fivebranes of the type studied in Chapter 4. We start

with an NV = 2, U(N) brane configuration first considered in [8] and then

move to NV = 1 theories considered in [9]. Finally we consider theeffect of a

geometric transition in the M theory picture.

6.1 M Theory Lift of NV = 2 Brane Configu-

rations

First we review the M Theory Lift of MW = 2 brane configurations of [8].
78:9 — 0 classicallyConsider a system of two parallel NS branes located at x

at x® = 0 and stretching in the x°° directions. Put N D4 branes on the

interval in the «° direction between the fivebranes. The worldvolume of the

fourbranes is in the x°*® directions where the extension of the fourbranes

in the x® direction is finite in extent. We described this sort of system in

Section 4.2. As in previous chapters we use the conventions v = r4+iz° and

w= 28+ iz.

Classically the end points of the fourbranes on the fivebranes have a

definite position in v. However, when we consider the strong coupling limit

we see that the ends of the fourbranes create vortexes in the worldvolume

of the fivebranes and there is no definite value of x° for the endpoints [8}.
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To describe the system properly we eliminate this singularity by going to

the strong coupling limit of IIA string theory where wefind that another

dimension unfolds and the theory is now described by an eleven dimensional

theory- M theory.

Consider M theory on R!° x S! where R?°is the usual flat spacetime and

S! is parametrised by the extra coordinate of M theory z!° and has period

2nR. A fivebrane on R?° in IIA string theory becomes an M theoryfivebrane

on R!° x §! whose worldvolume is a six dimensional manifold in R!° and

is located at a point in S! [8]. Fourbranes on R!° in IIA string theory also

become a fivebrane when lifting to M theory, this time the worldvolumeis

wrapped on the S! [8]. In fact the D4 and NS5 branesin IIA string theory

come from the same object in M theory- the M5 branet.

A system of n+ parallel fivebranes with N; fourbranes between the ith

and i + 1th fivebranes becomesa single fivebrane in M theory. If the branes

are extended as above the M5 braneis located at 27% = 0 and sweeps out

arbitrary values of the regular spacetime coordinates x°3. The remaining

coordinates x*>%!0 parametrise a four dimensional manifold Q © R® x S!.

The M5 brane worldvolumeis a four dimensional complex Riemann surface

¥ inside Q. Shrinking the extra dimension of M theory to zero by taking the

limit R — 0 we recover the IIA brane configuration.

6.1.1 The M5 Brane Solution

We parametrise the extra dimension of M theory by

taeaetiey/R (6.1)

where s is not single valued due to x!° being a periodic coordinate. We

describe models by a complex curvein Q in terms of the equation F'(s, v) = 0.

For fixed values of v the roots of F(t) give the positions of the NS5 branes

in the IIA brane configuration. If we find values of t for the position of the

NS5 branes which are outside of the classical position of the NS5 branes then
 

1Other IIA branes may be lifted to M theory but in this work we only consider IIA

four and fivebranes.
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these solutions arestill valid and represent the bending of the NS5 branes at

large v. The degree of F in t gives the number of NS5 branes in the IIA brane

configuration, while the degree of F in v gives the number of D4 branes in

the IIA brane configuration.

Now if we consider specifically a IIA brane configuration of n + 1 parallel

NS branes where the n;th NS brane is connected to the nj,ith NS brane by

N; D4 branes the low energy field theory is an [["_, SU(N;) theory with

hypermultiplets in the bifundamental representation (Nj, Nj+1) of SU(N;) x

SU(Ni41). The corresponding M5 braneis described by the equation

F(t,v) =t"*! = ky, (v)t” + ky, (v)t™™ | +--+ +k, (v)t+1. (6.2)

The roots of the polynomials ky, give the positions of the N; D4 branes

stretching from the n;th to the n;4;th NS branes in the IIA brane configu-

ration. We can express ky,(v) as

ky,(v) = cov+uN+0 + Gy,v° , (6.3)

and we can use this equation to determine the large v behaviour of the NS5

branes in the IIA picture.

6.2 M Theory Lift of V = 1 Brane Configu-

rations

To break from MV = 2 supersymmetry to VV = 1 supersymmetry we add a

mass term for the chiral superfield in the adjoint representation of the NV = 2

vector multiplet. In terms of IIA brane configurations adding a massfor the

adjoint field corresponds to rotating the fivebranes relative to each other. M

theory considerations for N = 1 theories were first done in [9,64] where they

started with an NV = 2 configuration with four and fivebranes and rotated

the fivebranes relative to each other to break the supersymmetry to NV = 1.

We start with a IIA brane configurations with two NS branes: an NS

brane located at 2°79 = 0 and stretched in the x%!?3-45 directions and
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an NS’ brane located at 2*>7 = 0, x® = s¢ and stretched in the 2°!?359

directions. We chose the convention sg > 0 so that the NS’ braneis to the

right of the NS brane in the z® direction. We stretch N fourbranes between

the two NS branes in the x® direction where the fourbranes are located at

v=w=u' =0 and are stretched in the 1°!directions.

We can describe the M5 brane of this configuration by R x © where © is

a complex Riemann surface with coordinates v, w,t. To determine the form

of © we make use of the following: © should only go to infinity at positions

of the NS branes so & is the punctured v-plane with the points v = 0 and

v = oo removed. This behaviour can be described by the equation w = ¢u7!

where ¢ is a complex constant.

t should be described by the equation t = Fy(v); if we consider fixed

values of t then the roots of this equation give the position of the N D4

 branes. We can write this condition as Fy = a where K(v), H(v) are

polynomials of degree N. The points at infinity in x®° correspond to t = 0

and t = oo, thus the only zeroes and poles of t are at v = 0 and w = 0 so we

may write t in the form t = v¥. In conclusion, the curve © is described by

the following equations

w=v', Wet, w=c%r’. (6.4)

6.3. Geometric Transitions in M Theory

In this section we summarise the works [4,5] describing the effects of a ge-

ometric transition following from the large N duality between the resolved

and deformed conifolds in M theory.

Recall the results of Chapter 5 where the V = 1, U(N) gauge theory

with superpotential (5.17) for the adjoint superpotential and large NV dual

were constructed in IIB string theory configurations and the corresponding

IIA brane configuration was found via a T duality.
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6.3.1. Theory with a Quadratic Superpotential for the

Adjoint Field

In Section 5 we saw that the large N duality of [24] can be viewed as a

conifold transition. We would like to lift the configurations of Section 5.2 to

M theory [4,5] starting with the resolved conifold.

If we have N D5 branes wrapping a P! cycle ofthe resolved conifold then

the corresponding IIA T dual will be a brane configuration of two fivebranes

perpendicular to each other and separated in the x® direction. Here, the

worldvolume of the NS braneis in the 2%1:?>4° directions and that of the

NS’ braneis in the 2°38 directions. There are N fourbranes stretched

between the two fivebranes in the z® direction whose worldvolumeis in the

7o12:3.6 directions.

This configurationis lifted to a single M5 brane with worldvolume R¢xd

where ¥ is a complex curve defined by

gate, tea”. (6.5)

Now we consider what happensin a conifold transition where the size of

the P! goes to zero. In this case ¢ then becomes a constant value on © and

© now makes the transition from a space curve to a plane curve described by

t=to, cy=Ce™/" k=0,1,...,N—-1. (6.6)

In fact this is the M theorylift of the deformed conifold and we have realised

the geometric transition in M theory. The M5 brane describes N different

U(1) gauge theories labelled by k.
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6.3.2 Theory with a General Superpotential for the

Adjoint Field

The geometry and brane configurations for the V = 1, SU(N) gauge theory

with superpotential
n+1

Wiree = >> or oF (6.7)
k=1

were discussed in Section 5.3. We now consider the Mtheorylift of these

configurations.

The T dualof the generalised conifold gives a IIA brane configuration with

n+1NS branes with N; branes stretching between the ith and i+ 1th NS

branes. When welift to M theory wefind a single M5 brane with worldvolume

R* x © where © is defined by the equations

=e| = [te-a™ ; (6.8)

The limits at infinity of these equations give

 

ro, yO, bw ghitetNn (6.9)
n

N, Ni, —N
Tap, YO, t~G," I] (ay —a;) iy *

i=litk

Matching the high energy VV = 2 scales and low energy scales A; after

integrating out the adjoint field we find agreement with the expected result

Ce = Ag [5].

We now consider the effect of a geometric transition in the M theory

picture, this corresponds to shrinking down the P! cycle to zero. The x

direction in M theory becomes very small and we may consider ¢ as fixed

on D. As in the case with quadratic superpotential, the curve © makes a

transition from a space curve into a plane curve. Eliminating t, we find there

are N, supersymmetric vacua corresponding to the Nx, possible values of ¢;
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and the curve is now described by

yW'(x) = So Primes /Ne I] @- 4). (6.10)
k=1 l=114k

where mz = 1,..., Ng fork =1,...,n. This is exactly the M theorylift of the

generalised deformed conifold- see Section 5.3- with ux = Ce exp(2rimei/Ne) iin(Oe

a).
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Chapter 7

Metastable Vacua, Geometrical

Engineering and MQCD

Transitions

This chapter is based on the publication[28] done in collaboration with Radu

Tatar. We further study the metastable vacua discussed in Sections 3.1 and

3.4 and the corresponding brane configurations discussed in Sections 4.5 and

5.4. The geometrically engineered configurationsof [18] are translated into a

IIA brane configuration by a T-duality. The MQCDtransition is similar to

that of Chapter 5 and [4-6]. A T-duality takes (anti)D5-branesinto (anti) D4-

branes on intervals between NS branes. The intervals between the branes and

antibranes prevent their annihilation. There are two types of geometries to

consider, one when all the P! cycles are in the same homologyclass’, and

another when the P? cycles are in different homology classes.

7.1 Metastable Vacua with Branes and Anti-

Branes

Wewill use the following directions for the branes. The IIA brane config-

urations contain an NS brane in the directions (012345), an NS’ brane in
 

1This was the case studied in[18].
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the (012389) directions and D4-branes in the (01237) directions. In type

IIB the wrapped D5-branesare in the direction (012367) where 2° is the

angular direction of the S?. In M-theory we use the following notations:

v= a,t+izs, w = tg + izg and t = exp(—R7'z7 — ix19) where R is the

radius of the circle Sin the 11-th direction.

In [18] they discussed that not only can wrapped D5-branes be studied

during geometric transitions, but also anti D5-branes. The usual geometric

transition replaces wrapped D5-branes on two cycles P! by fluxes on 3-cycles

S3. The wrapped D5-branes correspond to the UV limit of the field theory

and the fluxes to the IR limit of the field theory as shown in Chapter 5. The

mapping requires theidentification of the number NV; of wrapped D5-branes

(the rank of the gauge group) with the flux of the Hrr 3-form through the

S3 as

Hrr= Nz , (7.1)

Sk

and the identification of the gluino condensate in the field theory with the

size of the 3-cycle S?

/ OG) = §,. (7.2)
SR

The new ingredient of [18] was to consider anti D5-branes wrapped on 2-

cycles, this extends the equation (7.1) to negative N. The conjectureof[18]

is that the geometric transition duality also holds for systems of D5-branes

and anti D5-branes.

We can reformulate the new conjecture in terms of type IIA brane config-

uration by using the results of Chapter 5. The D5-branes wrapped on the Sa

cycle are mapped into D4-branes on the interval given by the radial direction

of the S?. The singular lines inside the resolved conifold are mapped into a

pair of orthogonal NS branes.

If we instead wrap anti D5-branes, they are mapped into anti-D4 branes

lying between two orthogonal NS branes. If we have both wrapped D5-branes

and wrapped anti D5-branes, the system will be mapped into D4-branes and

anti-D4 branes.

Let us consider a resolved geometry with multiple S? cycles and wrap N;,
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Figure 7.1: The T-dual configuration of D5 branes distributed among n P!,

D5-branes on the k-th cycle and Ny, anti D5-branes on the k’-th cycle. We

now distinguish between twocases:

1. The P! cycles are in the same homologyclass’. In this case the geom-

etry is obtained by starting with a resolved NV = 2, A; singularity and

then deforming to an V = 1 theory by adding

n+l
Gkw=S- 7Tre* (7.3)

k=1

where ® is the unrestricted direction in the normal bundle. This gives

a collection of n resolved conifold WV = 1 singularities which contain n

P! cycles in the same homologyclass.

Wecan also add D5 branes on each of the P! cycles. After a T-duality

this will become a straight NS brane and a curved NS’ brane [5] see

figure 7.1.

In the limit gy — oo we have the situation of figure 7.2 where the

curved NS’ changes into n straight NS’ branes orthogonal to the NS
 

?This is the case considered in [18].
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NSS)Aa,

  
Figure 7.2: The brane configuration in the limit gn — 00.

brane.

To reach the configuration of [18] we replace some stacks of D5-branes

with stacks of anti D5-branes. Starting with N; D5-branes on the k-th

cycle and N, anti D5-branes on the k’-th cycle and performing a T-

duality we get N, D4-branesat the position a, and N, anti D4-branes

at the position ax.

. The P! cycles are not in the same homology class. In this case we

start with the resolution of an NV = 2, A, singularity and we wrap D5

branes on each of the n P! cycles. The T-dual is a configuration with

D4-branes between n intervals of parallel NS branes.

By adding massesfor the adjoint fields, we get an VV = 1 configuration

with D4-branes between rotated NS branes. We can replace some of

the D4-branes with anti D4-branes. In order to reduce the discussion

to the one of the previous case consider that we have N; D4-branes

between the k-th NS brane and the k + 1-th NS brane and Nj,anti

D4-branes between the k’ NS brane and the k’ + 1 NS brane.

Theresult of [65] for k+1 = k’ is that the two D4-branes and anti D4-
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Figure 7.3: A, brane configuration: D5-branes wrapping P? cycles are T-

dualised to D4 branes between NS branes.

branes repel each other when adjacent. Nevertheless, if the D4-branes

and anti D4-branes are not adjacent, the brane configuration then is

stable and the stability also holds in the T-dual picture with wrapped

D5-branes and anti D5-branes.

The IIA configuration can then belifted to M-theory and we can then

go through the MQCDtransition of [4]. As the configuration of D4-

branes and NSbranesis lifted to a single M5 brane, the same holds for

the configuration of anti D4-branes and NSbranes.

We now perform the M-theory lift starting with the second case above

which is simpler to describe. Remember that the D4-NS system is lifted to

an M5 brane described by

uve =t, wh) =e%t7} w=, (7.4)

where €; is related to A, the dynamicalscale.

The N, D4-branes are oriented as starting from the NS brane extended

in the v-direction (therefore we have vN* = t) and ending on the NS’ brane

extended in the w direction (therefore we have wN* = €N*t-!). For the case

of N, anti D4-branes between an NS brane and an NS’ brane the brane

orientation reverses. The anti D4-brane starts on the NS’ brane and ends on
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the NS brane. The corresponding M5-braneis

Ny Nur — ¢Newe =t, vk’ =&y t1, vw = &o. (7.5)

If we close the S?-cycles that the D5-branes are wrappedon,in the T-dual

picture this closes the intervals between the k-th NS brane and the k + 1-th

NS brane and between the k’-th NS brane and k’+1-th NS brane. Theresult

is that the M5 brane (7.4) becomes a collection of N, planar M5branes [4]

described by

YO: t=to, vw=exp(2mil/N,), 1=0,---,Ne-1. (7.6)

In the case of closing the cycles where anti D5-branes are wrapped, the

only differenceis replacing and N; with &» and |N,/| in (7.6):

Ln: t=ty, vw =, exp(2mil/|Np|), 1=0,--- Nel -1, (7.7)

where |N,/| is the absolute value of the flux due to the k’ anti D4-branes.

The only question is how are £; and €related. For the D4-branes the

value of €; is
271 a

7.8
N; ) ? ( )

where Ag is the cut-off scale and a is the bare coupling constant is defined

by

€: = Agexp(— 

6 An

The Yang-Mills coupling constant gyappearing in (7.9) may be written in

terms of the geometry and string constants as

1 AL
mM Gels

 (7.10)

where the value of AL measures the distance between the two NS branes.

The difference in using D4-branes and anti D4-branesis that in the anti-brane

case the measurement of AL is in opposite direction compared to the case
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of D4-branes. Thus? if for a D4-branea is given by (7.9), the corresponding

coupling constant for anti D4-branesis given by @. This implies that for anti

D4-branes the value of &is given by

271d
= A? exp (—&2 0 p ( | Nye|

 ). (7.11)

The main result of [4] was that after the MQCDtransition, the value of

£, is related to the size of the S° in the deformed geometry. Equation (7.6)

reduces exactly to the deformed conifold when reducing from M-theory to

type IIA theory, with thesize of the S* being €,exp(27il/N;,). Because of the

relation between €, and size of the S?, we see that the geometric transition

conjecture (see Chapter 5) holds if the gluino condensates (identified with

the size of the S?) for the gauge theories are

2T71a
) exp(2mil/N,), 1=0,-+-,Ne—1. (7.12)

Nr
< S_ >= Ab exp(— 

The same thing holds for the case of anti D4-branes. The curve (7.7)

reduces to a deformedconifold with thesize of the $2, being €gexp(27il/|Nx-|).

Thereis similarity between the deformation of the geometry with cycles with

positive and negative fluxes. The relation between € and 5S, implies that

the gaugino condensate in this case is

Oia
< Sy >= AS exp(— a) exp(2mil/|Ng|), L=0,--+, Ne —1. (7.13)

k!

 

We now consider the first case when the P! cycles are in the same ho-

mology class. In the gy — oo limit, the D4-branes and anti D4-branes end

on the NS brane at the positions a, and ay. For the case of two stacks of

D4 branes, the M5 brane would have the form:

Ne ow = g1 + (7.14)
U— Ak VU — Ak’

 t= (v = an) N*(v = ax)

where €; are equal to A? with A; being the dynamical scales of the V = 1

 

3Measuring AL from left to right.
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theories. The A; are related to the NV = 2 scales by the threshold condition

3 2N/N, 1-2N;,//Ne. A3 2N/N 1-2N;/N,
AY = npAon (ay = ag) kt / Ry Ay = On+i Ayy=2 (ap = Ax) k/Nee

(7.15)

This formula is obtained after integrating out the adjoint fields which have

Mass Jn+i(@z — ay’) and the W-bosons which have mass (ay — ay) ~2Ne/Ne"

The mass of the massive adjoint field is unchanged by replacing the D5-

branes with anti D5-branes but the W-boson masses change. The change is

due to the change oforientation of branes when changing from D-branes to

anti D-branes. There is also a change az — Q2 as discussed above.

[18] shows an explicit identification between field theory and geometri-

cal quantities. As discussed in [5], the problems which arise in making the

same identifications in the MQCDtransitions are due to the fact that the

geometrical curve is hyperelliptic and the MQCDcurve is rational. The only

case when the same identification can be made in MQCDis in the case of

quadratic superpotentials for the adjoint field, which reduces to the second

case described above.

In the next section we turn to the case of metastable vacua from rotated

branes.

7.2 Metastable Vacua with Branes at Angles

In this section we consider the metastable vacua discussed in Section 3.1. The

brane configuration and the MQCDpicture were studied in [19-21] as well

as Section 4.5. The workof [21] arrived at a negative conclusion concerning

the possibility of having an MQCDpicture for such metastable vacua. We

will argue that a more general framework of deformations of A, singularities

might be needed in order to obtain such an MQCDpicture. This more

general frameworkwill be the subject of the next chapter.

In terms of brane configurations, the electric description has the same

NS, NS’ and electric D4-branes as in the previous section but also some

semi-infinite D4 branes ending on either the NS brane or the NS’ brane. For

the D4-branes ending on the NS brane, the distance between the N, gauge
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D4-branes and the semi-infinite flavour D4-branesis identified with the mass

of the flavours’. For the D4-branes ending on the NS’ brane, the distance

between the VN. gauge D4-branes and the semi-infinite flavour D4-branesis

identified with the vacuum expectation value of the meson M .

The brane configuration is shown in Figure 7.4. The angle @ is the angle

between the NS’ brane and the w direction. tané is identified with the mass

of the NV = 2 adjoint field. In what follows we will take 0 = 7/2, i.e. the

adjoint field has infinite mass.

NS5 Nss’ |
D4y, 89
 

  
 

 

 

 
Figure 7.4: Brane construction .

After a Seiberg duality, the position of the NS and NS’ branesinterchange.

In considering the moduli space of vacua, there is a big difference between

having massive quarks with a mass bigger or a mass lower than the scale. If

the masses are larger than the scale, the quarks are integrated out and we

get the scale

e
AB = AeheOMIN TT pyNe (7.16)

 

4This is due to the fact that the ’ = 1 brane configuration comes from an NV = 2

configuration by rotating the NS’ brane. Thedirection of the NS brane describes the

Coulomb branch of the VV = 2 theory (the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field).

Thus, moving on the Coulomb branch gives a vacuum expectation value to the adjoint

field ® and a mass to the fundamental quarks following from the coupling Q&Q.
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in the electric description and scale

AS, = ANIMTT pyle , (7.17)

in the magnetic description where N. = N+ — N.. As considered in [5], the

lift of this brane configuration to M-theory is an M5 brane dependent on wp.

In the case of the non-supersymmetric vacuaof [15], the position of the

NS and NS’ branes interchange but the exchange between the masses of the

electric quarks and the masses of the magnetic quarks does not hold. This

is due to the fact that the magnetic quarks are massless but instead have

vacuum expectation values. The massofthe electric quarks is mapped into

the vacuum expectation values of the magnetic quarks’.

We now perform a Seiberg duality. In the IIA brane configuration lan-

guage, the case of masslesselectric quarks was shownin [3, 10, 11] and Section

4.3. When the stack of Ny electric flavour branes touches the stack of N.

electric colour branes, we can bind together the N. colour branes with N,

of the flavour branes and move them together with the NS’ branein the x

direction, then in the x” direction, andfinally back in the x® direction. What

we get is the dual magnetic theory with Ny — N,. colour D4-branes and Ny

flavour D4-branes.

There is no such explicit construction for the case of light flavours since

there is no way to bind the N, colour D4-branes to the Ny light flavour

D4-branes without breaking supersymmetry.

The displacement of the NS brane direction is the same in both electric

and magnetic pictures. In the magnetic picture, the flavour D4-branes are

at an angle with respect to the colour D4-branes. The angle is given by

tan(a) = a (7.18)

where AL is the length of the colour D4 branes andis related to the field

 

5Since the mass of the magnetic quarks is measured by distances on the NS’ brane, the

vevs of the magnetic quarks are measured on the NS brane.
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theory coupling constant g by

 Se (7.19)

There are two choices to construct the brane configurations in IIB; either

with geometry and NS flux or just with geometry.

Geometry and NS flux

We start with IIB branes and NS flux. Consider the following setup in

type IIB: wrap finite D5-branes on an $? with coordinates (y, 02) and wrap

infinite D5-branes on a non-compact cycle with the same radial and angular

coordinates. Add some Bwygfield in the (y,6,) directions on both the finite

S? and the non-compact 2-cycle, where 6; is a direction orthogonal to the S?

cycle.

A T-duality in the y direction takes the wrapped D5-branes into paral-

lel D4-branes. It is well-known that a T-duality on the y direction of the

T?(y, 61) in the presence of a Byg field determines a rotation of the T? by

an angle

tan3 = Bys(y, 41) (7.20)

This results in the coordinates (y,@,) being rotated by an angle ( into the

coordinates (y’, 6).

Wedenote the coordinates of the NS branes and the D4-branesby(r, z, y’, 9), @, 62),

the NS branes being extended in the directions (z,6,) and the NS’ branes

being extended in the (z,r) directions. We rotate the direction @’ until it

coincides with 6;. The semi-infinite D4-branes do not feel the effects of the

rotation as they are extended in the 62 direction. Hence, the introduction

of the NS field does not give the required IIA configuration with rotated

D4-branes.

Geometry

Consider the resolved conifold. The small resolution of the conifold is covered

by two copies of C® with coordinates (Z, X, Y) and (Z’, X', Y’). The resolved
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conifold geometry is defined by

Z'=1/Z, X'=XZ, Y'=YZ, (7.21)

which has a compact 2-cycle Z’ = 1/Z. If we wrap N D5-branes on this

compact 2-cycle we get an SU(N) gauge theory.

Wecan also define non-compact holomorphiccycles. To doso, start with

an NV = 1 deformed A3 singularity which after resolution gives a collection

of three resolved conifold geometries:

Zi=1fZ, Xi=XiZ, Yi =ViZ, 1=1,2,3; (7.22)

where X; = Xj, Xo = X3,%1 = Yq, Yo = Y3.-

There are three compact 2-cycles given by Z/ = 1/Z;, i = 1,2,3. Keep

the lines X; =X} and X) = X4 unchanged while taking the lines X;, Y; and

X3, Y3 to infinity. This keeps the second 2-cycle compact but changes the

first and third compact 2-cycles into non-compact holomorphic cycles. In the

following we make the change of variables:

Maia XY=-¥=Y" and Xp = Xh= X,Y =YZ=Y. (7.23)

The non-compact 2-cycles considered in this chapter are

Y=0, X=mass or Y'=0, X'=vev. (7.24)

Asdiscussed in [5], the Seiberg duality can be obtained by a birational

flop in the geometric engineering. For the resolution of the conifold, this

means an exchange of X (respectively Y) and Y’ (respectively X’) in the

resolution, together with an interchange of the left and right non-compact

2-cycles. The flop appears quite natural for massless flavours. However, for

massive flavours the flop again exchanges the X (respectively Y) and Y’

(respectively X’) directions but it is less clear on how to handle the non-

compact cycles describing the flavours.

The metastable solution of [15] corresponds to light massive flavours in
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the electric theory and massless flavours with vacuum expectation values in

the magnetic theory. Westill want to view the Seiberg duality as a flop in a

geometry where the colour D5-branes and the flavour D5-branes touch each

other. To do this, we need to perform changes in the geometry such that

it resembles the one considered in [3, 10,11]. Consider a non-holomorphic

deformation of the P? cycle, together with a rotation of the line bundle

described by the following. First move the North Pole of the P? cycle along

the direction X’ by a very small distance yw. The projection from the North

Pole, used to define the coordinate Z’, changes and this makes the transition

function from the upper to lower coverings non-holomorphic. In terms of

brane configurations, this means a rotation of the D4-branes by an angle

(7.18). The axis X’ is rotated by the same angle (7.18), until it becomes

tangent to the North pole of the P? cycle. Note that since the value yu in

(7.18) is very small, the angle a is also very small. The non-compact 2-cycle

ending on X’is also forced to rotate by the angle (7.18) and in the final

configuration there is an alignment between the two stacks of D5-branes.

The map between the initial and final holomorphic transition functions is

given by

Z=lfZ > Z=1/Z. (7.25)

In the geometry C3(X,Y = Y,Z), the North pole of the P? coincides with

the South Pole of the infinite holomorphic 2-cycle.

The normal bundle is also altered by the non-holomorphic deformation

of the P? cycle in order to describe the proper embedding of the “new” P?

into the resolved conifold. The overall changeis

Cx, YZ) = C(X,Y=Y,Z). (7.26)

The line bundle X’ rotates into the line bundle X, whereasthe line bundle

Y remains unchanged. Thesize of the P! cycle remains the same. This

meansthat the gauge coupling constant does not change after the geometrical

manipulations as we would expect.

We can now try to see the change (7.26) in the MQCD coordinates. As

shownin [4], there is a one to one map between the geometrical coordinates
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and the MQCDcoordinates when the brane configurationis lifted to eleven

dimensions. This is given by

Zet, X'ouv, Yow. (7.27)

Start with the usual M5-brane wrapped on a holomorphic curve,in the pres-

ence of massive matter:

AbNeNs orb Ne-N
t=wN’iw—- |e , vw = Uren Bgyurs

pNe-Ny =

(7.28)

This can be rewritten in termsof only ¢ and v as

Ne t= Ae(uy — 0), (7.29)

Now we perform the change in the complex structure caused by very small

rotations of the angle (7.18) in the (z*,x”) plane. When rotating the Fr’

cycle, the radial direction will not change in the limit of small angles 2.e.

small quark masses. If the origin of the X',Z is chosen to be at the new

point of intersection, a rotation of the line bundle takes us to

Nef = AMMENONE , (7.30)

in the limit of very small pp and j — oo. This is just the usual asymptotic

NSregion

i 00, w—70, E> AdNeNGNr “Ne, (7.31)

In the case of very small masses, the asymptotic regions v — oo and 0 > oo

are identical so the small deformation of the complex structureis invisible.

The coordinate w is unchanged by the above manipulations. Therelation

between the coordinate ¢ and w is similar to the one in (7.28) and this tells

us that the usual asymptotic NS’ region is obtained by

wo, 630, tow™. (7.32)
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The curve obtained is then similar to one with massless matter and we

can now discuss the Seiberg duality in the modified geometry. We now have

the situation of [3,10,11] and the Seiberg duality then proceeds as the usual

flop where

C(X,Y=Y,Z) — CY’, XZ’). (7.33)

Now, if we want to see the effect of the flop in the original complex

structure, we need to rotate back from the tilded coordinates to the original

coordinates. This will leave the Y’ axis invariant but will change the X’ and

Z' axes. The North Pole of the P? cycle is moved toits original position and

its transition function is again Z’ = 1/Z.

The rotation of the line bundle does not affect the non-compact 2-cycle

which remains in the rotated complex structure i.e. it is non-holomorphic

in the original coordinates. After the rotation, there is an angle between

the D5-branes wrapped on the compact 2-cycle and the D5-branes wrapped

on the non-compact 2-cycles. The tilting of the branes causes a tachyon to

appear between the two stacks of branes. There are two ways to cancel the

tachyon. Thefirst is to bind androtate together the stacks of D5-branes, the

alternative is to distance them such that the open string between them has

no tachyonic mode.

The tachyonic mass Maca is related to the angle of rotation of the compact

cycle with respect to the non-compact cycle by

tan(w)
2 _Mach = iB ) (7.34)

where tan(7) = /L, and L,, is the distance to the cut-off beyond which the

normal deformations of the cycle inside the Calabi-Yau are frozen [26].

The final configuration is then obtained by combining the colour D5-

branes with someof the D5-branes wrapped on the non-compact holomorphic

2-cycle ending on the line of singularity. This gives D5-branes wrapped

on a non-compact holomorphic 2-cycle ending on the X’ line of singularity.

The other cycle is the non-compact non-holomorphic 2-cycle ending on the

Y line of singularity.
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After the duality and recombination of branes, the configuration with

M =0, q = 4

=

0 is actually never obtained in the magnetic theory. This

is due to the fact that the branes recombine before rotation back to the

original geometry. In the magnetic theory we can turn on vevs for the field

M bydisplacing the non-compactcycle on the corresponding line bundle. If

the non-compact cycle is infinitesimally displaced on the line bundle, there

is an attractive force which determines a bound between the branes. If the

displacement is made larger, the stacks of D5 branes tendtoreject each other

and the theory goes to the supersymmetric vacua.
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Chapter 8

Metastable Vacua and Complex

Deformations

This chapter is based on the publication [29] donein collaboration with Radu

Tatar. In this chapter we present a general recipe to be used for dealing

with the models with D5 branes wrapped on P! cycles of deformed ADE

singularities. The T-dual of these types of configurations are D4 on intervals

between NS branes. Before going any further, we make a clear distinction

between two types of geometries:

1. Deformations of the resolved A; singularity.

By wrapping N D5 braneson the P! cycleofthe resolved A, singularity,

we get an NV = 2, SU(N) gauge theory on the D5 branes. Thefield

theory contains an adjoint field 6, by adding a superpotential W(®) of

degree m+ 1 in ® such that

m

W'(®) = gmsi | [(® - a) | (8.1)
i=l

we get an N =1, [Jj", SU(N;) gauge theory with the D5 branes now

wrapped on m P! cycles located at ® = a;. We note that in this case

the m P! cycles are in the same homologyclass.

We can also wrap anti D5 branes and get a non-supersymmetric system

as done in [18]. The D5 branes and anti D5 branes can annihilate each
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other by overcoming the barrier determined by the separation of the

P! cycles in the same homology class'.

. Deformations of resolved A,, singularities.

By wrapping N; D5 branes on the n P'cycles of the resolved A, singu-

larity, we get an NV = 2, [J'_, SU(N;) theory with fields transforming

in the bifundamental representation between neighbouring groups. We

consider adding a quadratic superpotential for all the adjoint fields of

the groups [[)_, SU(Ni). We must take into account several consid-

erations concerning deformations of the geometry. To smoothen out

the resulting geometry we need n? deformations [6]. n(n + 1)/2 of the

deformations are P! cycles which can be taken through a geometric

transitions and these correspond to normalisable deformations of the

geometry. n(n — 1)/2 of the deformations do not correspond to P! cy-

cles but to S? cycles which are non-normalisable in the geometry after a

geometric transition. The non-normalisable deformations measure the

distance between the various P! cycles.

For a manifold with a certain intersection number for the P! cycles,

a change in the intersection number is related to a change of com-

plex structure. This change in complex structure is exactly realised by

turning on the non-normalisable complex deformations.

The distances between the various P! cycles correspond to the masses or

vacuum expectation values for the bifundamentalfields. The masses or vevs

are functions of the coefficients in the tree level superpotential deforming the

N = 2 theory so the coefficients of the superpotential fix the sizes of the

non-normalisable deformations.

The non-normalisable deformations are displacements of the flavour cy-

cles with respect to colour cycles on the commondirection of their normal

bundles. For N; > N., we go to the Seiberg dual where the configura-

tions contain branes and antibranes. The non-normalisable deformations are

forced to change by brane-anti brane annihilation which determines a com-

bination of some of them with the normalisable deformations.
 

1The T-dual for this was discussed in [28,66].
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The main point is the following: the geometric Seiberg dual is a flop or a

Toric duality for toric manifolds of the original geometry. This holds nicely

in the case of massless flavours with zero vev. In this case, even though we

have D5 branes and anti D5 branes in the magnetic theory, the two stacks

of branes are on top of each other and the tachyon condensation ensuring

a stable system does not change the geometry. If there is a change of the

complex structure of the electric theory geometry caused by a changeofin-

tersection number then, after a Seiberg duality, we have a magnetic theory

with displaced D5 and anti D5 branes. The following tachyon condensa-

tion determines the closure of some of the non-normalisable cycles. Since

the D5 branes are wrapped on normalisable cycles, this can be obtained by

a recombination of some of the normalisable and non-normalisable cycles.

The geometry will now contain unchanged P! cycles which are holomorphic

embeddedin the geometry and cycles which have been combined with non-

normalisable cycles. These are non-holomorphicin the original geometry and

are metastable cycles.

We can also compare our results to the ones of [18]. In their case there

is also a clear distinction between the normalisable deformations and non-

normalisable deformations: the total number of deformations is 2m—1, where

m is the highest power in W’(®). The numberof normalisable deformations

is m and the numberof non-normalisable deformations is m — 1. The main

difference between our case and the oneof[18] is that in [18] they considered

the case of A; singularity deformed by a general superpotential. They obtain

many P! cycles which are in the same homology class and are separated by

non-normalisable deformations. By wrapping D5 branes andanti D5 branes

on the cycles, the branes and anti branes can cancel each other but the Hodge

number hj; = 1 is not modified and there is no recombination of cycles. As

discussed in [67], the brane configuration involves a straight NS brane and

a curved NS brane along the direction W’(x) where W(z)is the tree level

superpotential.

The intersection of branes and anti branes occurs at W’(a) = 0 and

the D4 branes are located at these points in the direction z. The tachyon

condensation occurs first on the straight NS brane and the stacks of D4 and
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anti D4 branesare forced to intersect on the straight NS brane. The bending

of the D4 branes then propagates to the curved NS brane and the endsof the

(anti) D4 branes on the curved NS brane can touch each other by an increase

in their energy and by moving on the curved NS brane. When the ends on

the curved NS brane coincide, there is total annihilation and the vacuum is

a configuration without any D4 branes.

The situation is different for the deformation of the A, singularity. In

this case the D5 branes and anti D5 branes are wrappedoncycles in different

homology classes separated by non-normalisable deformations. Due to the

tachyon between the D5 branes and anti D5 branes, there is a recombination

of the cycles. In type IIA brane configurations, there are D4 branes andanti

D4 branes with one end on the same NS braneandtheother ends on different

NS branes. The phenomenon proceedsas in [27], the ends of D4 and anti

D4 branes on the same NS brane are connected after tachyon condensation.

Since the other ends of the branes are on different NS branes, there is no

total annihilation but the cycles recombine in order to minimise the action

of the branes.

The normalisable cycles in some homology classes are unchanged and

the normalisable cycles in other homology classes combine with the non-

normalisable and become non-holomorphically embedded in the geometry.

8.1 Complex Structure Deformations

In this section we will spell out the identification between the geometri-

cal quantities and the field theory quantities. We then see how the non-

normalisable deformations are related to the metastable non-SUSY vacua

and SUSY vacua.

Someparticular cases of interest are:

e A, quiver deformed by a quadratic superpotential

Here there are four complex deformations, out of which three are nor-

malisable deformations corresponding to gluino condensates and the

other is a non-normalisable deformation corresponding to parameters
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of the tree level superpotential.

At the level of field theory, this case was discussed in [68] as an NV =

2, SU(N,) x SU(N2) supersymmetric theory broken to NV = 1 by

adding masses m, and mzfor the two adjoint fields. The V = 1 theory

has an SU(N,) x SU(N2) x SU(N3) gauge group. The bifundamentals

of the initial SU(N) x SU(N) theory become NV = fields which are

either massive with mass p or have a vacuum expectation value y given

by
jl

y= TT (8.2)
my) me

where m, are the mass of the adjoint fields labelled in an obvious man-

ner. Let us consider the case Ng = (and denote N, = N,. and No = Ny.

This is the case with a gauge group SU(N.) x SU(Ny;) with massive

bifundamentals. If we then take the coupling constant of SU(Ny;) to

zero, this will provide us the case of an NV = 1 theory with SU(N.)

gauge group and Ny massive flavours with a mass p.

In terms of the geometrical deformations, the three normalisable com-

plex deformations correspond to the three possible gluino condensates

of the SU(N,),i = 1,2,3 groups. The non-normalisable deformation

is measured by the value of v. In this case the values of m; are very

large and this implies a very small value for jz. Therefore the condition

of [15] (very small value for the mass of the flavours) is satisfied by the

geometry.

e A; quiver deformed by a quadratic superpotential

Here we have nine complex deformations, out of which six are nor-

malisable deformations corresponding to gluino condensates and three

are non-normalisable deformations corresponding to parameters in the

tree level superpotential. The field theory obtained by resolving the A3

singularity is an SU(N,) x SU(No) x SU(N3) theory with two pairs of

bifundamental fields. The three non-normalisable deformations can be

either masses or expectation values for the bifundamentalfields.

e A, quiver deformed by a cubic superpotential
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Here we have three complex deformations out of which two are normal-

isable deformations corresponding to gluino condensates and oneis a

non-normalisable deformation corresponding to parameters in the tree

level superpotential.

8.1.1 Seiberg Dualities and Geometry Deformations

Consider an NV = 1 SU(N;) gauge theory with N; > N, flavours Q,Q. The

Seiberg dual is an SU(N; — N-) gauge theory with Ny dual flavours q,q, a

gaugesinglet in the adjoint representation of the flavour group SU(N;), M

and superpotential Winag = gMq. The electric flavours can be either massive

or have expectation values. The corresponding situation in the dual theory

is the following:

e Give an expectation value to n of the flavours

This breaks the gauge group to SU(N, —n) and there are now N; —n

fundamental flavours. The Seiberg dual theory is an SU(N; — N-)

gauge theory with Ny —n dual flavours q,q and a gauge singlet M

in the adjoint representation of the flavour group SU(N; — 1). The

gauge singlet loses components by getting an expectation value and

the superpotential Wynag implies that n of the initial N; flavours in the

dual theory acquire a mass.

e Give a mass to n of the flavours

If the massis bigger that the dynamical scale, then the flavours can be

integrated out and the theory becomes an SU(N.) gauge theory with

N; —n fundamentalflavours. If Ns —n > No, the Seiberg dual theory

still exists but it is now an SU(N; — N. —n) gauge theory with N;—n

dual flavours g,g and a gauge singlet in the adjoint representation of

the flavour group SU(N; —n). Therest of n flavours have acquired a

vacuum expectation value which determines a linear term in the super-

potential for some componentsofthe singlet M.If we give mass to more

than N; — N, of the flavours then the dual gauge group is completely

Higgsed. We can give masstoall the flavours and keep the mass under
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the dynamical scale so that the flavours are light.

The geometrical interpretation of the Seiberg duality is as a flop in the

geometry. The SU(N.) colour group is identified with N, D5 branes wrap-

ping a finite P! cycle whereas the SU(N;) group is identified with Ny D5

branes wrapping a holomorphic non-compact 2-cycle. The colour and flavour

cycles have a common direction in their normal bundle. There are bifunda-

mentalfields of the group SU(N.) x SU(Ny) which become the fundamental

flavours if the SU(Ny) factor is a flavour group. If the two cycles touch,

the bifundamentals are massless and have zero expectation value. If there

is a displacement between the cycles on the normal bundle directions, the

bifundamentals have either mass or expectation value.

The masses and expectation values of the bifundamentals are related to

the non-normalisable deformations of the geometry. The number of these

deformations should be the same in both the electric and magnetic theories.

The embedding of the colour cycle P! into its normal bundle implies the

existence of two complex lines orthogonalto it. The two complex lines touch

the P} cycle at its North Pole and South Pole.

When weview the Seiberg duality as a flop in the geometry the two com-

plex lines described above are interchanged. If we choose to associate masses

with the displacement on one suchline and associate vacuum expectation val-

ues to displacement on the other line, then the Seiberg duality reverses this

convention. Thus, we see that the map of masses into vacuum expectation

values and vice versa appears very naturally in the geometry.

The relation between the non-normalisable deformations and the expec-

tation values for the flavours (same as having a linear term for thesinglet)

or masses for the flavours in the Seiberg dual theories is useful for checking

that we have all the terms in the superpotential.

Consider the A3 singularity deformed by a quadratic superpotential. The

N = 2 gauge theory of the wrapped D5 branes becomes an TT, SU(N;)

gauge theory with the bifundamentals Q, Q, in the (N,N), (Ni, N2) and

Qo, Qo in the (N2, Ng), (N3, Nz) representations of the gauge groups. If the

middle 2-cycle (identified with the SU(N2) part) is finite and the other cycle
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semi-infinite, then the theory can be viewed as an NV = 2, SU(N2) gauge

theory with N, + N3 fundamentalflavours. There are three non-normalisable

deformations which can be associated to either

- Mass or vacuum expectation values for the Q1, Q, quarks. This requires

the existence of the term @iMiu01 + M); in the superpotential.

- Mass or vacuum expectation values for the Qo, Q> quarks. This requires

the existence of the term OoMaeQe + Mo. in the superpotential.

- Vacuum expectation for the Q:Qs. This requires the existence of the

term QiMQ. in the superpotential. The complete superpotential for all

the deformations is

W = aQiMi1Q1 + 1Q2Ma2Qo + cQ1Mi2Q2 + dMy, + eM, (8.3)

where the coefficients are functions of the electric variables and dynamical

scales of the theories.

Now consider the case of an A; singularity and consider the Seiberg du-

ality only for the even modesas in [69]. For an A; singularity deformed by a

quadratic superpotential there are ten non-normalisable deformations. The

N = 2 gauge group is ie SU(N;) with four pairs of bifundamental fields

Qi; O:, i =1,--:,4. There are ten possible vacuum expectation values for

the bifundamentalfields and their products Q;Qi+1, QiQi+1Qi+2, Q1Q2Q3Q4.

If we take the Seiberg dual of the second and fourth gauge groups, wefind

a collection of two A3 singularities deformed by quadratic superpotentials.

Therefore only six of the non-normalisable deformations are visible i.e. the

vacuum expectation values or masses for Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and vacuum expecta-

tion values for QiQ2,Q3Q4. The superpotential allowing these deformations

is

W = Q1Mi1Q1 + Q2Mo2Q2 + Q3M33Q3 + QaMusQa + (8.4)

Q1M12Q2 + Q3MzaQa + My, + M33 + Mss, .

The main question of this work is how to handle these non-normalisable

deformations for the models with metastable non-supersymmetric vacua. We
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turn on non-normalisable deformations and see whattheeffect is in the geom-

etry. We start by deforming the electric theory and see which corresponding

non-normalisable deformations are present in the magnetic theory side. We

will see that the non-normalisable deformations combine with some of the

normalisable deformations to form newcycles.

8.2 N=1, SU(Ny) x SU(N.) Model

Consider the V = 2, SU(Ny) x SU(N.) model and deform it in the following

way breaking VN = 2N = 1:

1_-, 1 ~ - xs
Wete = 5he + Sue +Q(©+O)Q+EO+ EO. (8.5)

The F'-term equations are

Fo =Q0+6Q, (8.6)

Fo =0Q4+Q0, (8.7)

Fe = ®+ QQ +E, (8.8)

Fz =fi®+ QQ +E. (8.9)

As discussed in [70], there are several solutions to these equations:

1. The electric theory corresponds to uj # 0 when both adjoint fields are

massive.

If the linear terms are zero € = € = 0, the solution with SU(Ny) x

SU(N.) group (i.e. no expectation value for the fundamental flavours)

isdb=O=0,.

If the linear terms are not zero € € ¥ 0, the situation changes. Q and

Q can be simultaneously diagonalised by a colour rotation and they

assume the form:

Q=diag(q.),  @ = diag(q,). (8.10)
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The equations of motion imply that QQ haveat most one non-vanishing

eigenvalue. This eigenvalue corresponds to a displacement of the NS

branes in the brane configuration picture or displacement of the cycles

in the geometrical picture. These displacements can correspond to

either masses or vevs for the fundamental fields.

2. The magnetic theory corresponds to » # 0 and f = 0 when one of

the adjoint fields is massive, the other adjoint field becomes the meson

singlet and remains massless.

If the linear terms are zero € = E = 0, the expectation values for Q, Q

are zero so © is free to take any value. The & is the singlet mesonfield

in the dual theory.

If the linear term é # 0, the supersymmetric solution requires N. 2

N;. In the magnetic theory, the number of colours is Ns — Ne and

the numberof massive flavours is Ny so SUSY is broken by the rank

condition i.e. the F-term equation for the field ® does not have a

solution [15].

By continuously changing the parameters from the case 1 to case 2 we may

go from theelectric theory to the magnetic theory by a Seiberg duality. We

now want to describe the geometrical interpretation of this duality.

8.3. The Corresponding Geometry

In order to discuss the geometrical interpretation of the Seiberg duality

for the model with light flavours, we start with a simpler one, the V =

1, SU(Ny) x SU(N.) theory with massless flavours shown in Figure 8.1.

8.3.1 Massless Flavours

We are going to discuss the electric and magnetic brane configurations for

this theory. The T-duality between the brane configurations and geometry

implies that we need to add an extra S! circle to the D4 branes in order

to get D5 branes on an S! x interval, i.e. D5 branes on P! cycles. After
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T-duality, the NS branes are mappedinto lines of singularity living in the

the normal bundle of the P! cycles. Even though wewill only draw brane

configurations, we understand that there is an extra S$! which is the extra

dimension of the D5 branes [4-6, 67].

In order to discuss the geometrical interpretation of the Seiberg duality

we start with a resolved NV = 2, Ag singularity. Each P! cycle has a normal

bundle:

X=X, Y=V2Z’, 7Z=1/Z. (8.11)

We then deform the VV = 2, Ag singularity into a collection of resolved

conifold singularities, each one lookinglike

X'=XZ, Y=YZ, Z=1/Z. (8.12)

The number of normalisable deformations is six and the number of the non-

normalisable deformations is three. If we close all the non-normalisable cy-

cles, there are three normalisable P! cycles remaining which touch each other.

In Figure 8.1, we denote the three P! cycles of the V = 1 resolved geometry

by A, B and from left to right. We always understand that the cycles A

and C have very large volumeas they are considered flavour cycles.

The electric brane configuration involves N; D5 branes wrapped on the

A cycle and N, D5 branes wrapped on the B cycle.

A B Cc

 

Figure 8.1: Electric configuration of branes with N; Massless Quarks

We now usetheresults of [12, 13,62] which considered the Seiberg duality
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as a Toric duality. For the case in hand, the Toric duality implies shrinking

down the A cycle and blowing up the C cycle. This is because the geometry

can separated into a resolved conifold singularity and a resolution of a de-

formed Ay singularity. This can be done in two ways andtheresults of [62]

imply that the Seiberg duality is a Weyl reflection in the Dynkin diagram of

the A3. In termsof the cycles this means

A-A=A+B, B--B, (8.13)

which satisfy the charge conservation condition

N;A+N.B = NyA’ + (Ny - N.)B’. (8.14)

The A and

C

cycles are interchanged bythe flop since they touch the B cycle

at its North and South pole respectively, and the poles of the B cycle are

interchanged. The resulting picture is in Figure 8.2 where the order of cycles

is now A, B and C from right toleft.

C B A  

  

N;-N.D4| Ny D4

Figure 8.2: Magnetic configuration of branes with Ny Massless Quarks

The N, D5 branes on the B cycle are changed into N, anti D5 branes

on the B’ cycle and the N; D5 branes on the A cycle are changed into Ny

branes on the A’cycle.

There is a tachyon condensation between the N, anti D5 branes on the B’

cycle and N, of the Ny D5 branes on the A’ cycle. Since the D5 branes and

the anti D5 branes are on top of each other, the cycles of the geometry remain
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unmodified by the tachyon condensation. The result is a configuration with

N; — N, D5 branes on the B’ cycle and Ny D5 branes on the A’cycle of the

dual geometry.

The discussion for the case of massive quarks is more involved. The

electric geometry is shown in Figure 8.3. To understand it wefirst need to

make some observations.

8.3.2 Massive Flavours

 

Figure 8.3: Electric configuration of branes with Ny Massive Quarks

There are two ways to represent the fundamental matter of the V =

2, SU(N;) x SU(N-,) brane configuration.

1. One way involves three parallel NS branes with sets of N; D4 branes

and N, D4 branes between them.

2. The second way is with two parallel NS branes together with N. D4

branes and Ny orthogonal D6 branes.

To go to the NV = 1 theory we rotate the NS branesrelative to each other,

the rotation of one of the NS branesis related to giving a massof tan @ to the

adjoint field, where @ is the rotation angle. For the second case, a rotation of

the D6 branesis related to changing the Yukawa coupling by a factor cos a

where a is the rotation angle of the D6 branesrelative to the NS branes.
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In the configuration with only NS branes and D4 branesthere are several

ways to rotate the NS branes. A rotation of the middle or the rightmost NS

brane by an angle @ implies a mass for the adjoint field equal to tan 6. A

rotation of the leftmost NS brane by an angle a implies a factor cos a in front

of the Yukawa coupling. By keeping the middle NS brane unchanged and

rotating the outer NS branes by the sameangle 0, this gives a mass tan 6 to

the V’ = 2 adjoint field and also puts a factor cos @ in the Yukawa coupling.

We can now understand the difference between Figures 8.1 and 8.3. We

see that there is no way to directly go from oneto the othersince the stacks of

D4 braneslie between non-parallel NS branes and are stuck. The only way to

deform one into the other is to use the non-normalisable deformations of the

theory. For an Ag singularity there are three normalisable deformations and

one non-normalisable deformation. The latter is related to adding a linear

term in the NM = 2 adjoint field to the superpotential which is related to

turning on a mass or vacuum expectation value for the fundamental quarks.

As the Seiberg duality is a Toric duality, the magnetic picture should look

like Figure 8.4.

C B A

 

Figure 8.4: Magnetic configuration of branes from N; Massive Quarks

We now attempt to obtain the magnetic geometry from some non-normalisable

deformation of an NV = 2 theory. The deformation for the V = 2, SU(Ny) x

SU(N.) would be
m

because there is no mass term for ®). Here we can identify ®) with the
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mesonsinglet of the Seiberg dual theory.

The effect of the first two terms in the superpotential is to create a dis-

placement between the A’ and B’ cycles on the line of singularity corre-

sponding to the right NS brane. Now let us put the corresponding N, anti

D5 branes on the B’ cycle and Ny D5 branes on the A’ cycle.

The effect of the tachyon condensation is more complicated than in the

massless case because it has to undo the non-normalisable deformation. As

argued in [27], the condensation occurs first on the left NS brane and then

propagates to the right NS branes as a kink. The D4 branes bend in the

directions of the NS branes [27]. In the geometric picture, this maps into a

bending of the holomorphic P! cycle in its normal bundle directions.

The bending of the cycle containing N, wrapped D5 branes is T-dual

to the bending of the x® direction of the D4 brane into the z° direction as

discussed in [27]. A Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) equation of motion argument

[27] gives the result of the bending as

1
r= > (y? sin 20, + ys sin 202) + 1(0, + 02), (8.16)

where | is the characteristic scale, z is the displacement of the P! cycle in

the direction of the non-normalisable cycle, y is the size of the two cycles and

cos 6; = * where ym, is the minimum of y. In the cases considered in [27],

this solution was quite complicated and involved several types of transitions.

The simplification in the case in hand is due to the position of the right-

most NS brane being at infinity? The mass of the fundamental flavoursis

also small so the x displacement is small. In this case the dependenceof x on

y is monotonic [27] and there is no other maxima or minima. Therefore, the

tachyon condensation after the flop for the case in hand will give two stacks

of D5 branes, one stack of D5 branes Ny — N. wrapped on the A’ cycle and

one stack of NV, D5 branes wrapped on the deformation of the A cycle.

Wecan also make a connection to M-theory. T-duality between wrapped

D5 branes and IIA brane configurations followed by a lift to M theory allows a

direct identification between the cycles of the IIB geometry andthe cycles of
 

?The correspondingcycle is semi-infinite sinceit is a flavourcycle.
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the Riemannsurface of the M5 brane. The M5 brane has1-cycles correspond-

ing to the non-normalisable cycles in HB. By closing the non-normalisable

cycle, there are cycles in the Riemann surface which remain holomorphic and

some which are not holomorphic. The non-normalisable deformation is the

difference between the two types of cycles discussed in (20, 21].

8.4 N=1, SU(Ns—N.)xSU(N-)x SU(N.) Model

In this section we consider thesituation of [71]. Before doing so, we make

some comments on therelation between configurations with flavours given by

D6 branes and the configurations with flavours given by D5 branes wrapped

on semi-infinite 2-cycles.

Consider first the configuration with NS branes and D6 branes. The

N = 2 model includes an NS braneparallel to the D6 branes and orthogonal

to the other NS branes. Let us now split the stack of D6 branes into one

stack containing n, D6 branes and one stack containing n2 D6 branes with

ny + ng = Ny. We then rotate the right NS brane and the stack of n, D6

branes by an angle 9. There is a repulsive force between D6 branes which

are not parallel [3] so the rotation breaks the flavour group SU(m+ N2) into

SU(n,) x SU(ng). If we denote the n; quarks by Q1, Q, and the nz quarks

by Qo, Q> then the superpotential contains the terms

~ ~ 1
W >D cos 8Q,Q, + cos dQ2PQ2 + 5 tan A’? , (8.17)

By integrating out the adjoint field we get the quadratic coupling

Q191Q2Q)- (8.18)

We then take the stack of n; D6 branes to the right infinity and the stack

of nz D6 branes to theleft infinity. There is a brane creation due to the

Hanany-Witten effect [55], the n, D6 branes are now connected by n; D4

branes to the left NS brane and the nz D6 branes are connected by nz D4

branes to the right NS brane.
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We can then exchange the model with D6 brane flavours for one with D4

branes between NS branes on semi-infinite intervals. To perform a T-duality

of this configuration we replace the D4 branes with D5 branes wrapped on

non-compact cycles and the NS branes with the normal bundle to the P!

cycles. In the NV = 2 model, all the four NS branes are parallel. In the

rotated model, the rotation of the ny D6 branes by an angle 6 is equivalent

to the rotation of the rightmost NS by the same angle 6. The V = 1 model

discussed above has the first and the third NS branes parallel to each other

and rotated by an angle @ with respect to the second and fourth NS branes

which are parallel and unrotated.

The unrotated IIB geometry is the NV = 2, A3 model. We can solve the

singularity and wrap branes on the cycles to get an V = 2, SU(N; — N-) x

SU(N.) x SU(N.) model. The two above rotations imply that all the adjoint

fields will get a mass equal to w = tan@ causing a breaking of supersymmetry

to NV = 1. Thereis also a changein the coupling between the bifundamentals

and adjoint fields , which acquires an extra factor y = cos@. We can also add

a linear term in the adjoint fields of the type €;®;. After these deformations

the superpotential becomes

3 3

Were = >, se + yQr(B1 + &2)Qi + yQ2(H2 + O3)Qo + DEO; (8-19)
i=1 i=1

The F-term equations are

Fo, = 9191+ Qi, Fo, = QO, + OQ,, (8.20)

Fy = P2Q2 + Q223, Fa, = Qo, + O3Q. | (8.21)

Fo, = p®, + yQiQi + &, (8.22)

Fg, = wo + yQiQ1 + QoQs + &, (8.23)

Fo, = u®3 + yQoQo + &- (8.24)

Putting €2 = 0 we see that besides the quartic term in the superpotential,
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we also get the mass terms

1
jl

WD ~=QiQ+ 2020, (8.25)

In the geometry, the values of £1,are exactly the sizes of the non-

normalisable cycles in the geometry. For deformations of the A3 singularity

with quadratic superpotential for ® we have three non-normalisable defor-

mations, two of them being &; and &.

The solutions of the F-term equations imply that the bifundamentals

become massive with masses €;/, €2/y. In terms of the geometry we have

three 2-cycles which we denote from left to right by A, B, C. There are

N; — N, D5 branes wrapped onthe A cycle, N, wrapped on the B cycle and

N, wrapped on the C' cycle. As above, the displacement of the A cycle with

respect to the B cycle in their common normal bundle direction is equal to

the size of the non-normalisable deformation €; and the displacement of the

C cycle with respect to the B cycle in their common normal bundle direction

is equal to the size of the non-normalisable deformation 9.

We can now perform the Seiberg duality as a flop in the geometry or as a

Weyl reflection in the A3 algebra. We again interchange the A and

C

cycle,

the change in cycles is

A- A'=A+B,B'—>-B,C-C'=C+B (8.26)

In the Seiberg dual, there are Ny — N, D5 branes wrapped on A’ cycle,

N, anti D5 branes on the B’ cycle and N, D5 branes on the C” cycle. There

are tachyons between the D5 branes and anti D5 branes. There should be

a tachyon condensation in order to obtain a supersymmetric configuration.

If £; > &, the condensation is between the branes wrapped on the BH, G'

cycles. If €; < &, the condensation is between the branes wrapped on the

A’, B’ cycles.

If we consider the case of [71] where & > &, the condensation appears

between the N, anti D5 branes on the B’ cycle and N, D5 branes on the C’

cycle. The result is that the N; — N. D5 branes wrapped on the A’ cycle
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remain unchanged andthe other D5 branes are wrapped on cycle whichis

bent in the wz’ direction, where wv’ is obtained from z by a rotation of 6. The

dependence of x’ on y is again monotonic due to the fact that the right most

NS braneis at infinity.
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Chapter 9

SQCD Vacua and Geometrical

Engineering

This chapter is based on the publication [30] donein collaboration with Radu

Tatar. In the present chapter we are going to give an alternative IIB geo-

metrical engineering picture together with its T-dual IIA brane configuration

with only NS branes and D4branesfor the field theory and IIA brane config-

uration of [17,23]. We start with the underlying N = 2 theories and obtain

the VV = 1 theories as deformations of N = 2 theories.

The ISS model[15] is obtained by starting with an NW = 2, SU(Ny) x

SU(N,) theory, supersymmetry is broken with zero vevs for the electric

quarks:

N =2, SU(Ny) x SU(N.) — N = 1, SU(Ny) x SU(N) . (9.1)

However, the breaking of supersymmetry in [17,23] allows vevsfor the electric

quarks:

N = 2, SU(N) x SU(N.) 3 N =1, SU(N; — k) x SU(N — k) x SU(K) .

(9.2)

with a general integer value of 0 < k < max{Ny, N.}. Looking at the brane

configurations of the theories we can easily see why this is so. Labelling the

massesofthe fields in the adjoint representations of the gauge groups SU(N,)
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and SU(N,) in an obvious way, we see that if the masses of the adjointfields

are infinite, then the vacuum expectation values for the k bifundamental

fields given by

< QQ a=i , (9.3)
——— + ees

MN5 MNc

are infinite and the SU(N; —k) x SU(N, —k) factor is completely decoupled

from the SU(k) factor.

Seiberg duality can be viewedas a flop in the geometry and the dynamics

of the branesis related to tachyon condensation between D5-branes and anti

D5-branes [29]. In the present discussion the tachyon condensation explains

the ranks of the groups in the magnetic theory, it also determines a reorien-

tation of the cycles such that they remain holomorphic. This is related to

the possibility that the cycles can slide along their normal bundles '. In the

geometry of the metastable solutions of [17,23], there are some extra D5-

branes wrapped on certain 2-cycles. In the Seiberg dual picture they become

D5-branes wrapped on non-holomorphiccycles. The non-holomorphic cycles

can be deformed into holomorphic cycles in some limits. The deformation

of the non-supersymmetric geometry in order to obtain a supersymmetric

configuration is related to the lifetime of the metastable vacua.

9.1 The Field Theory

Start with an NV = 2, SU(N;) x SU(N.) model. This has twofields ®, ® in

the adjoint representation of the SU(Ny) and SU(N.) groups and Ny flavours

f, f in the fundamental and anti-fundamental representations of the gauge

group respectively. Add the superpotential

1_- 1 ~ ~~ ~~
W = Sf®? + SUP? + FAB +A)F + EO +E, (9.4)

 

1This was not allowed for the geometries of [15] where the cycles were fixed.
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which breaks the supersymmetry NM = 2 — N = 1. The F-term equations

of the superpotential are

F; = d\Of+rAfO=0, (9.5)

F; = A\fo+Of =0,

Fy = po+Aff+e=0,
Fz = po+r9ff+€=0.

Consider the limit of infinite mass for the adjoint field of SU(Nc) -®.

Integrating out this massive field via its equation of motion we find the

superpotential
1 y

W = Spd? + rAfOf +E. (9.6)

(9.6) can be identified with the electric superpotential of [17] via the

relations

a 1
SON, f°Q, f°Q, b> —Qe, EO Me, AHF, (9.7)

or the magnetic superpotential via

DOM, fog fod wea, Eo-m rAG7. (98)

Consider theelectric theory, taking the limits

ie A
[b> ©, ~ 10,5 m, (9.9)

we recover the electric theory of the ISS model where m is the mass of the

electric quarks.

Now, the N = 2, SU(N;) x SU(N,) theory is broken to an N =

1, SU(N;) x SU(N,) theory with light quarks if the quantity a is small. If

however the term x is finite, we find that the VV = 1 superpotential is

Mang, EAR
W= abt+ FF (9.10)
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We use the following form for the electric and magnetic superpotentials:

 
Wele = & (QQ)? + adeOQ ’ (9.11)

Wonag = Am (QQ)? - imdnOQ :

A general supersymmetric solution of the F-term equations (9.5) with a

finite mass for the adjoint field of the SU(N») group and an infinite mass for

the adjoint field of the SU(N.) is given by

ry _ —2k 0
an=( ; ) (9.12)

This determines a breaking of the SU(N;) x SU(N) group to SU(N; —k) x

SU(N. — k) x SU(K).

In terms of the coefficients of (9.11), the relations between the electric

and magnetic variables are

 
2

Am => —Xe, Lm = _re an => _ bere . 9.13I Ih (9.13)

9.2 The Corresponding Geometry

Begin with a resolved V = 2, A3 singularity. Each ofits three P' cycles has

normal bundle:

X'=X, Y=HVZ’?, Z=1/Z. (9.14)

This geometry is T-dual to four parallel N.S5 branes.

We can deform the NV = 2, A3 singularity into a collection of three

resolved conifold singularities, each one looking like

Nex XZ, Y=VZ, Z=1/Z, (9.15)

breaking the supersymmetry to NV = 1. The T-dualis a set of two parallel

NS branes and two orthogonal NS branes. In the present work, we consider
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a deformation to the NV = 2, Ag singularity similar to that discussed in [7]:

X'=X,Z, Y'=YZ, Z'=1/Z, (9.16)

where the rotated direction X, is defined by

1

Madj

X,=X- YZ, (9.17)

and mq; is the massofthefield in the adjoint representation. This direction

is chosen such that in the blow-down map

a= X =X'Z',y=ZY =Y',u= 2X =X',v=Y = Z'X' (9.18)

we find the deformation of the singular conifold

1
 uv -— y(@ - 9) = 0. (9.19)
Madj

In the limit of infinite mag we recover the usual conifold geometry while in

the limit of vanishing mag we can rescale u and v so we recover the case of

(9.14).

For the field theory of Section 9.1 we have three adjoint field masses: one

infinite, one finite and one zero. By rescaling u and v, the geometry (9.17)

is T-dual to a system of four NS branes in thedirections y, y cos 6 — = sin 6,

where tan@ = ™maqq. In the electric theory we identify the directions y with

v = x4 +iz® (the direction of unrotated NS branes) and z with w = 2° + ia®

(the direction of NS branes rotated at 90 degrees angle), and denote

Ue = wsin# — vcosé. (9.20)

Theelectric theory contains from left to right an NS branein the direction vg,

an NS branes in the direction v and two NS’-branes in the direction w. We

recover the field theory of the V = 1, SU(N;) x SU(N.) model by putting Ny

flavour D4-branes between the vg and v NS-branes and N, colour D4-branes
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between the v and w NS-branes?.

In the limit @ = $ the vg and w NS-branesareparallel in the direction

w and we obtain the ISS model. This was considered in [28] and Chapter7.

The displacement of these parallel NS-branes in the v direction is identified

with the mass of the quarks in the electric theory. In the geometrical en-

gineering, the intervals between NS-branes become P! cycles. We label the

cycles corresponding to the interval between the vg and v NS branes by C1,

the interval between the v and w NS branes by Cy, and the interval between

the vg and w NS branes by C3.

The works[12, 13,62] considered Seiberg duality as a toric duality on the

geometry. When performing the Seiberg duality the toric duality implies

shrinking down the cycle C, and blowing up a cycle C4.

C4

 

Figure 9.1: Electric configuration of branes with Ny Massive Quarks

In the geometry of the ISS model after a toric duality the magnetic theory

has a tachyon instability between the N, anti D5-branes wrapped on the C2

cycle, and the N; D5-branes wrapped on the Cs = Cz + C4 cycle. Since the

cycles are fixed by therigidity of their normal bundles, the only way we can

have tachyon condensation is to deform the geometry in a non-holomorphic

way °. The endresult [28] is Ny—N, D5-branes wrapped on the Cs = C)+C4

 

2We choose this configuration because we do not want an extra adjoint in the gauge

group (the reason for taking the colour D4 branes between orthogonal NS branes) and

want a finite mass adjoint field for the flavour group (the reason for taking the flavour D4

branes between non-orthogonal NS branes).

3In the brane configuration picture, the main obstacle against a redistribution of D-
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Figure 9.2: Magnetic configuration of branes with Ns Massive Quarks

cycle and N, D5 branes wrapped on a non-holomorphic cycle.

The flop in the geometry exchanges the directions of the normal bundles

v © w. For consistency and considering the definition of X,, we see that we

need to take Mag @ a In terms of brane configurations this implies that

the relation between the rotation angles in the electric and magnetic pictures

is

6. = 1/2 —Om . (9.21)

There are terms in the superpotential that are dependent on the rota-

tion angles. We briefly review the appearance of the rotation angles in the

expressions for the adjoint masses and Yukawa couplings. In the brane con-

figuration of the electric theory the Yukawa coupling of the N = 2, SU(N.)

theory with N; fundamental flavours Q, Q and adjoint field © is

QoQ. (9.22)

This corresponds to N; D4-branes stretched between twoparallel NS-branes

extended in the v direction. A rotation of one of the NS-branes by an angle

 

branes on holomorphic cycles is due to the fact that the ends of D4-branes on the v NS

brane can touch each other, whereas the other ends of the D4-branes cannot since they

are stuck on parallel NS branes. In order to remove this problem, we need to make the

two components of the normal bundle (or the NS branes) non-parallel i.e. by considering
a field in the adjoint representation of the flavour group with finite mass.
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6 into vg = —vcos6 + wsin#@ changes the Yukawa coupling to

Ae(A)QHQ , (9.23)

where

A-(0) = —cosé@ . (9.24)

In the brane configuration of the magnetic theory the Yukawa coupling

for the N = 2, SU(Ns — N.) theory with Ny fundamentalflavoursq is

qoq . (9.25)

This corresponds to N; D4-branes stretched between two parallel NS-branes

extended in the w direction.

The adjoint field of the gauge group SU(N) of the V = 2 theory acquires

a mass of tan@ when two parallel NS-branes with N D4-branes stretched

between them are rotated with respect to one another by an angle @. Thus,

breaking supersymmetry to V = 1.

Wecan set the coefficient in (9.25) to one by starting with orthogonal NS

branes in the electric theory and keep track of the exchange v «+ w when

considering the flop. The situation becomes more complicated if some NS-

branes are rotated in the electric picture. In this case we need to keep track

of the different normal bundles to various P! cycles wrapped with D5-branes.

We need to make the following identifications:

1. Unrotated directions v and w are parts of the normal bundle to the P!

and they are exchanged during the flop.

2. The angles of rotation in the electric theory are with respect to the axis

v. After the flop, the v and w axes are exchanged and the rotation angle

6 with respect to the axis v becomes a rotation angle @ with respect

to the axis w. This is equivalent to keeping the angle of rotation with

respect to the v axis before and after the flop and changing the rotation

angle to 7/2 — 6 after the flop.

To obtain the geometries of the models of[17,23] we consider the following
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deformation of the NV = 2, A, singularity to

 

X'=XZ, Y'=Y,Z, Z'=1/Z, (9.26)

where Y,. is defined by

Y,=Y—- : XZ. (9.27)
Madj

In the blow-down map

e=X =X'Z', y=ZY=Y, u =ZX=X', v=Y =2'X', (9.28)

we find the deformation of the singular conifold

 uv — x(y— aye . (9.29)
Mad

As before, we identify x with w and y with v. The T-dual picture gives two

NS-branes, one in the direction w and the other in the direction

ve =v sind’ — woos’, (9.30)

where &’ = 77/2 — 0.

Weneed a different sign for the masses of the NV = 2 adjointfields in the

electric and magnetic theories. Thus, we take 6,, = —@, such that

tan 6, = —tan@, , (9.31)

which then gives

cos 6), = cos(1/2 — Om) = sin Om = —sin#, = —cosO,, . (9.32)

Hence,if in the electric theory the Yukawacouplingis given by (9.23) and

the mass of the adjoint by — tan 0, then the Yukawa coupling of the magnetic

theory is proportional to4

Am(O) = cos 6, (9.33)
 

4If we keep track of dimensions the Yukawa couplings should contain a x factor.
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i.e. the sign of the Yukawa couplings and the mass of the adjoint fields

have different signs in the magnetic and electric theories. We choose the

convention that the magnetic terms are positive and the electric terms are

negative.

Now we wish to consider the effect of a Seiberg duality on the geometry

of the Giveon-Kutasov model. To get the Giveon-Kutasov model we again

deform the resolved NV = 2, A3 singularity but this time by (9.26). We again

have three adjoint masses: onefinite, one infinite and one zero. The T-dual

model has NS-branes in the directions, from left to right, vg, v and two in w.

We put NV, colour D4-branes between the v and w NS-branes and Ny;flavour

D4-branes between the vg and v NS-branes.

The Seiberg dual picture contains, from left to right, NS-branes in the

directions w, v, w and vg. There are N, anti D4-branes between the v and

w NS-branes and Ny D4-branes between the v and vg NS-branes. In the

magnetic picture, the cycle wrapped by the Ny D5-branes canslide. Tachyon

annihilation begins on the v line and propagates to the right. If the Ny; D5

branes were located at (v,w) = (v2,0) in their normal bundle and wrapped

on the cycle Cs; = Cy + C4, the part lying on the C2 cycle annihilates the N,

anti D5-branes to give N; — N. D5-branes wrapped on the C2 cycle. While

the other part is now on a Cy cycle touching its normal bundle at a point

(0,—v2 cot). This is the dual SU(N; — N.) theory with N; fundamental

flavours.

9.2.1 Complex Deformations and Rearrangement of

Cycles

As discussed in detail in [29] and Chapter 8, deformations of V = 2 geome-

tries give rise to V = 1 geometries with normalisable and non-normalisable

deformations. Normalisable deformations when translated into field theory

effects can go through a geometric transition to study strong coupling ef-

fects. Non-normalisable deformations correspond to masses or vevs for the

bifundamental VV = 2 quarks [6].

By starting with a resolved A, singularity and adding N; D5 branes on
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each of the i cycles we get the gauge group

[[ su. (9.34)

Adding a superpotential with quadratic termsfor the adjoint fields, gives an

N = 1theory with [6]

n(n+1)/2 normalisable deformations, (9.35)

and

n(n —1)/2 non-normalisable deformations. (9.36)

For the case of the deformation of A3, there are six normalisable and three

non-normalisable deformations. In the geometry of the ISS model, the mis-

match of non-normalisable deformationsin the electric and magnetic pictures

can be used as an explanation why the ISS solution cannot be constructed

with D5-branes wrapped on holomorphic cycles [29]. In the electric picture

there are two masses for the adjoint fields whereas in the magnetic picture

there is only massfor one adjoint field. Tachyon condensation in the magnetic

theory corresponds to non-holomorphic deformations of the cycles.

For the case of the geometry of the Giveon-Kutasov model, there are

two masses for the adjoint fields in both the electric and magnetic pictures

and no mismatch of non-normalisable deformations. The non-normalisable

deformations are visible in both electric and magnetic pictures as follows:

e In theelectric picture the non-normalisable deformations correspond to

masses for the light quarks. In terms of brane configurations, the non-

normalisable deformations correspondto displacing the Ny flavour D4-

branes from the point (v, w) = (0,0) to a point (vg,0), where vg # 0.

e In the magnetic picture the non-normalisable deformations correspond

to vevs for the adjoint field of the flavour group. In terms of brane

configurations this corresponds to displacing the Ny flavour D4-branes

from the point (v, w) = (0,0) to the point (0, Wag) where wag # 0.
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e The tachyon condensation corresponds to exchanging the two types of

non-normalisable deformations. The displacement in the v direction

between the flavour and colour D4-branes is mapped into a displace-

ment of the D4-branes in the w direction.

e From the geometry, we see that by starting with an electric displace-

ment to (v,0), considering the flop and then the tachyon condensation

by sliding the Ny branes along the vg direction, we get a displacement to

(0, v cot #,,). Recalling that 6,,. = —@., it results that the displacement

is to (0, —vcot @).

9.2.2 NM =2, SU(N;) x SU(N.) ~.N =1, SU(N; —k) x
SU(N. — k) x SU(k)

The relation between the masses of the adjoints and the vev for the electric

quarksis

400=. (9.37)
mx) Me

If my, is finite, there are extra solutions [17,23]. In terms of IIA brane

configurations the extra solutions are obtained by displacing k of the Ny

flavour D4-branes in the w direction °. In terms of the geometrical picture,

the extra wrapped D5-branes appear because for a deformed Ag singularity

with a quadratic superpotential there are three normalisable deformations

corresponding to P' cycles. We can wrap N;—k D5-branes, N.—k D5-branes

and k D5-branes on distinct P! cycles. The colour P! cycle is wrapped by

N, — k D5-branes and the flavour P! cycles by Ny — k and k D5-branes.

Asdiscussed in [4-6], for an Ag singularity deformed by the superpotential

W,(v) + Wo(v), v = vev of ®; or 2 , (9.38)

the position of the D4-branes when oneof the NS branesis unrotated is given

 

5From the V = 2 Yukawa coupling, the displacement along the v direction is always

associated to the mass of the electric quarks.
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by
Wi(v) =0 W4y(v)=0 and Wi(v)+Wy(v) =0. (9.39)

It is more convenient to consider that the unrotated NS-braneis the vg di-

rection such that the v NS-brane is nowrotated by an angle —@ and the w

NS-brane by 7/2 — 0. In this case (9.39) now becomes

Wi (vp) =0 Wy(vg)=0 and Wy(v») + Wo(ve) =0. (9.40)

The D4-braneslocated at W/(vg) = 0 stretch between the vg NS-brane and

the v NS-brane, the D4-braneslocated at W3(v9) = 0 are stretched between

the v NS-brane and the w NS’-brane and the D4-branes located at W/(ve) +

W35(v9) = 0 are stretched between the vg NS brane and the w NS’ brane.

We now consider a Seiberg duality which is a flop of the colour P! cycle.

The normal bundles to the other P! cycles are also changed by the flop.

 

Figure 9.3: k = 0 Electric configuration with ug NS brane

The reference NS-brane is now in the vg direction and the positions of

the D4-branes are given by

Wi (ve) =0 Weve) =0 and Wi (ve) + Wo(ve) =0. (9.41)

The v NS-brane is now in the w direction and the vg NS-brane is now in

the v direction. The D4-branes located at W/(v9) = 0 are between the vg

NS-brane and the w NS-brane, the D4-branes located at W3(vg) = 0 are

between the w NS-brane and the v NS’-brane, and the D4-braneslocated at
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Figure 9.4: k = 0 Magnetic before tachyon condensation

 

Figure 9.5: k = 0 Magnetic after tachyon condensation

 

Figure 9.6: k # 0 Electric configuration
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Figure 9.7: k #0 Magnetic before tachyon condensation

k D4

  
Figure 9.8: k # 0 Magnetic after tachyon condensation
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W{ (ve) + W5(v9) = 0 are between the vg NS-brane and the v NS’ brane.

When we consider the direct mapping of the cycles and the D4-branes

during the flop there appears to be a problem. The D4-branesin the magnetic

theory appear to be extended between the same NS-branesas in theelectric

theory. This would makesense only if the directions vg and vg were identical

which they are not.

We now discuss the change in the cycles wrapped by the D5 branes due

to the flop. By denoting the cycles in the same mannerasin Section 9.2, we

have the following wrapped branes:

e The electric theory has N;—k D5-branes wrapping the C; cycle, N.—k

D5-branes wrapping the C2 cycle and k D5-branes wrapping the C3

cycle. The C; cycle has normal bundle (vg, v), the Cz cycle has normal

bundle (v, w) and the C3 cycle has normal bundle (vg, w).

e The magnetic theory obtained after the flop has N,—k anti D5-branes

wrapping the C2 cycle, k D5-branes wrapping the C4 cycle and Ny —k

D5-branes wrapping the Cs; cycle. The Cy cycle has normal bundle

(w, v9), the Cy cycle has normal bundle (v, w) i.e. it’s normal bundle

is unchanged, and the Cs cycle has normal bundle (v, ver).

After the flop the cycle with wrapped colour branes changes orientation

and the wrapped N, — k D5-branes become N, — k wrapped anti D5-branes.

There are two types of tachyons between the D5-branes and anti D5-branes:

1. Between the NV, — k anti D5-branes and the Ny — k D5-branes.

2. Between the N, — k anti D5-branes and the k D5-branes.

Thefirst tachyon condensation is between the N»—k D4-branes and N.—k

anti-D4 branes ending on the NS-brane at the same side. This is because of

the results of [72]: when D4 and anti D4-branes end on the opposite sides of

an NS-branes, they repel each other. Their argument uses the fact that the

end of the D4 branes are charged 3-branes in the NS world volume. If we

dimensionally reduce over these 3 dimensions, the ends are vortices living on

the reduced NS world volume. We can apply this argument to the two types
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of pairs of D-branes anti D-branes. For the k D4-branes and N, — k anti

D4-branes ending on the NS-brane at opposite sides, the vortices carry the

same charge under the gaugefield and they repel. For the N; — k D4-branes

and N, — k anti D4-branes ending on the NS-brane at the same side, the

vortices carry different charges under the gaugefield and theyattract. The

tachyon condensation changes the cycle wrapped by the Ny — k D5-branes

which will now have the normal bundle w, ve.

There are Ny —k D5-branes wrapped on the C; cycle and N,—k anti D5-

branes wrapped on the C2 cycle. This configuration is unstable and there is

a tunnelling process taking us to a stable configuration obtained by splitting

the Cs cycle into a C2 cycle and a C, cycle such that there are N; —k Do-

branes wrapped on both the Cj and C4 cycles. Annihilating the Ny — k

D5-branes wrapped on the C) cycle with the N, —k anti D5-branes wrapped

on the C2 cycle gives N; —k D5-branes wrapped on the C4 cycle and Ns—N.

D5-branes wrapped on the C) cycle.

We now examine what happens to the k D5-branes wrapped on the C4

cycle. As the Cs cycle changesits normal bundle during the tachyon conden-

sation, the C4 cycle also changes its normal bundle. This can be understood

in the following way: the separation between the cycles is related to an ex-

pectation value for the gauge singlet ® or the gauge invariant combination

qq. The vev for the gauge singlet ® or for qq are measured along different

directions in the geometry. Before tachyon condensation the vev for ® is

measured along the v direction and the vev for qq is measured along the w

direction. After tachyon condensation the N; —k D5-branes wrapped on the

Cs cycle change into Ny — k D5-branes wrapped on the Cy and C» cycles.

The vev for ® is now measured along the w direction meaning that the vev

for gg is now measured alongthe v direction. This implies that the displace-

ment of the k D5-branes with respect to the colour branes should be made

in the direction v. The only way to do this andstill have the k D5-branes

wrapped on a holomorphic cycle is to wrap the k D5-branes on the C5 cycle.

This process meansthat, in the first instance, the k D5-branes are wrapped

on a non-holomorphic cycle and the energy of the k D5-branes is increased.

We can use the the vortex argument to state that the k D5-branes and the
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N; — N, colour D5-branes attract each other. The excess energy is lost when

k of the Ny — N. colour D5-branes combine with the k D5-branesto give k

D5-branes wrapped on the Cs cycle. We leave the detailed description of the

combined process of tachyon condensation andcycle redistribution for future

work.

The solutions obtained in this section are supersymmetric since (9.37)

allows for a compatible deformation

C4 as Cs, Cs — C4 (9.42)

In the next section we discuss the non-supersymmetricsolutions of the Giveon-

Kutasov model where there are flavour branes wrapped on a CZ # Cs cycle.

In this case the Ccycle is not exchangeable with the Cy cycle and it remains

non-holomorphic after tachyon condensation.

9.3. Metastable Vacua

Beside the supersymmetric vacua described above [17,23] also considered a

large set of metastable non-supersymmetric vacua. These appear when there

is a further breaking of the flavour group:

SU(N; — k) > SU(Ny —k —1n) x SU(n), (9.43)

such that the masses of the SU(N; —k—n) flavourssatisfy (9.37) whereas the

masses of the SU(n) flavours do not. This implies that not all the positions

of the D4-branes in the brane picture are described by (9.41).

In the electric theory we have Ny — k — n D5-branes wrapped on the C)

cycle®, n D5-branes wrapped on a new C{ cycle, N, D5-branes wrapped on

the Cy cycle and k D5-branes on the C3 cycle. In this case, the C, and C;

cycles are displaced in the v direction.

We now perform a Seiberg duality on this configuration. The flop on the

colour cycle results in the following wrapped branes: N, — k anti D5-branes

 

®We use the same notation for the cycles as in previous sections.
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wrapped on the C2 cycle, Ny — k —n D5-branes wrapped on the Cs cycle , n

D5-branes wrapped on a Cf cycle and k D5-branes on the C4 cycle. The Cs

and Cz cycles are also displaced in the v direction.

The validity of the analysis in [17] holds in the limit that the coefficients

in (9.4) obey

U<<é, (9.44)

implying a very small magnetic angle of rotation. We can again use the

results of [72] to argue that the N. — k anti D5-branes and the k D5 branes

repel each other and no tachyon condensation takes place between them.

Tachyon condensation occurs first between the NV, — k anti D5-branes and

the Ny — k —n D5-branesresulting in Ny — N, — n colour D5 branes.

The N; — k — n D5-branes are now wrapped on the Cy cycle. We now

consider the effect of the tachyon condensation on the n and k D5-branes.

Because of the Cy < Cs cycle interchange, the stack of k D5-branes now

becomes wrapped on the Cs cycle due to (9.37). As the position of the n

D5-branes does not satisfy (9.37), they do not become wrapped on some Cy

cycle. They wrap a non-holomorphic deformation of the C5 cycle, denoted

by C, making the configuration non-supersymmetric.

This non-supersymmetric configuration can decay into supersymmetric

configurations in two ways:

1. When the n D5-branes are close to the k D5-branes, the switch of

cycles Cy « Cs is performed at the same time as C changing into a

holomorphic cycle. The result is k +n D5-branes wrapped on the same

C; cycle. The metastability of the vacua is related to the deformation

of the non-holomorphiccycle C' into C;. It would beinteresting to show

that the duration of this deformation is larger that the time necessary

for the tachyon to condense, a crucial requirement for metastability.

Thefinal configuration is the same as the supersymmetric configuration

obtained by NV = 2, SU(N;) x SU(N.) ~ N = 1, SU(N; —k—n) x

SU(N, —k—n) x SU(k +n)

with the emphasis that there are some intermediate steps which should

be covered in a longer time than the usual V = 2, SU(Ny) x SU(N.) >
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N =1, SU(N; —k) x SU(N. — k) x SU(k) breaking.

2. When the n D5-branesare very far from the k D5-branes and the colour

D5 branes and are close to the Ny — k — n D5-branes, the switch of

cycles Cy «> Cs is again performedat the same time as the holomorphic

changeof the C cycle. This results in Nf—-k—n+n = Ny—k D5-branes

being wrapped on the C, cycle. The metastability is now related to

the deformation of the non-holomorphiccycle, C,into the holomorphic

cycle Cy. The final configuration is identical to the supersymmetric

case where we start from an unbroken SU(N; —k) groupin theelectric

theory. It would interesting to understand why the deformation of the

C cycle should take a much longer time than the tachyon condensations.

The above discussionis valid in the range 1 < n < Ny— N.—k, when the

numberofcolour D5 branes, N;—N,.—n—k,is positive. When n > N;—N.—k

i.e. Ns-N.—n—k < 0, thefirst type of tachyon condensation described above

does not occur, and the solution is more stable. All other cases considered

in [17,23] can be expressed in termsof tachyon condensations betweenpairs of

branes and anti branes and rearranging of cycles to holomorphic embeddings.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions

The thesis focuses on geometricalpictures in IIB string theory offield theories

with metastable vacua. We used T-dualities to convert ITA branes configu-

rations with four and fivebranes to geometrically engineered configurations

in IIB with wrapped fivebranes.

Chapter 7 studies the geometrical engineering of the metastable vacua

proposedin [15,18]. The IIA brane configuration of [15] considered in [20,21]

is translated into a system of D4 and NS branes and then a T-duality was

performed to obtain a geometrical picture in IIB. The configuration of [18]

with D5 branes and anti D5 branes separated by a potential barrier is trans-

lated into a IIA brane configuration by considering the effect of a T-duality,

and the corresponding IIA brane configurationis lifted to M theory. In con-

sidering the ISS model w there are modifications to the complex structure

for the resolution of VV = 2 singularities.

Non-normalisable complex deformations to describe stringy realisations of

metastable vacua in V = 1, SU(N) gauge theories with F > N massive fun-

damental flavoursare considered in Chapter 8. Considering non-normalisable

deformations leads to a modified toric duality. After a Seiberg duality we

are left with a configuration containing branes and anti-branes and thecor-

responding tachyon condensation between pairs of wrapped D5 and anti D5

branes results in a mixing between the cycles in the geometry. We enlarge

the class of metastable vacua to the case of branes-antibranes wrapped on
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cycles of deformed A,, singularities.

Chapter 9 covers the geometrical engineering of the VV = 1 brane con-

figuration of [23] whose field theory is considered in [17]. We performed

a T-duality on the brane configurations to obtain geometrically engineered

theories in IIB string theory. The field theories encoded by the geometries

contain extra massive adjoint fields for the flavour group. A flop in the ge-

ometry gives a system of branes and antibranes and branes wrapped on non-

holomorphic cycles. The various tachyon condensations between the branes

and anti-branesgive rise to a variety of supersymmetric and metastable non-

supersymmetric vacua.

The decay from a theory with a non-holomorphic cycles to a theory with

only holomorphic cycles is related to the lifetime of the metastable vacua.

The duration of deformation should be larger than the time necessary for

tachyon condensation. It is not yet understood why this should be the case.

In the IIA picture thelifetime of the metastable vacua is related to the

change in length of the branes when going from the non-supersymmetric

configuration to the supersymmetric configuration. In IIB the lifetime is

related to a deformation of a non-holomorphic cycle to a holomorphic cycle.

It is not yet sure how to estimate the lifetime of the vacua in a quantitative

sense, unlike in the field theory and in [18], where they could make the

metastable vacua parametrically long lived.

[27] translated the one loop corrections due to the Coleman-Weinberg

potential in the field theory into a classical gravitational attraction between

fourbranes and fivebranes in IIA brane configurations. However, quantum

effects appearing in the field theory as non-perturbative corrections, are yet

to be understood.
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